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Native Government of Naning.—The Government of Naning, set

ting aside its connexion with the European powers at Malacca, which

interfered very little in its internal organization, was at once feudal

and pastoral in its character. The classification of the people into

tribes was nearlv as well defined as that of the children of Israel,

described by Moses in the Pentateuch.

Panghuliis.—The office of Panghulu has been hereditary, subject to

the approbation of the Government at Malacca, agreeably, generally,

to the Menangkabowe law of succession of the Anak Perpdti Saba-

tang, or the Tromba Pusdka Menangkabowe. The right of succession

devolving upon the eldest male child of the sister ; who however

may be set aside in case of imbecility or other causes. This singular

law of succession prevails throughout Naning.

The last Panghulus of Naning were of the tribe Se Melongan.

They were generally brought down by the four heads of tribes, or

Ampat Suku, to Malacca, to be confirmed by the European Government.

Juara' Magab, the first Panghulu of the last line, arrogated to him-

self the power of inflicting capital punishment on the inhabitants con-

fided to his charge. It was exercised and abused by his successors

until 1809, when it was rescinded by the British Resident, Colonel

Farquhar ; a gentleman whose name is held in affectionate remem-

brance by most of the Malays, both of Malacca and the neighbouring

independent states.

The last death sentence passed by Abdul Sayad (or Dhol Sayad),

the eK-Panghulu, was on a Queda man, named Sali, in 1805. This

Malay had carried off from Malacca two Chinese slaves, a man and
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298 On the Government and History of [Jcnb,

woman ; meeting some resistance from the former, he had murdered

him, with his kris, in the forest of Londoo, and proceeded with the

woman to Pfla, in Sriminanti, where he sold her.

The present superintendent of Naning, Mr. Westerhout, who was

an eye-witness, described to me the ceremony of his trial and execu-

tion. The criminal was conducted bound to Buket Penidlang, or

“ execution hill,” near Tabu. The Panghuld, the Ampat Sukd, the

12 Panglimds, the Bandhdra, and the Makddm were all seated in

judgment under a cluster of Tambuseh trees, on the skirt of the hill.

The witnesses were brought forward and examined by the Panghuld

himself. The evidence against the prisoner being deemed conclusive,

according to the forms of the Muhammedau law, he was sentenced,

agreeably to the Adat Mendngkdbowe, to pay one Bhdr (equivalent to

24 Spanish dollars, and 30 cents), or to suffer (Salang) death by the

kris. Being unable to pay the fine, preparations were made for his

immediate execution. The grave was dug on the spot, and he was

placed firmly bound in a sitting posture, literally on its brink. For

further security, two Panglimds sat on each side, whilst the Pang-

h'ma Bcsdr Sumun unsheathed the weapon that was to terminate the

trembling wretch’s existence. On the point of the poniard, the

kris panjang, the Panglhnd carefully placed a pledget of soft cotton,

which he pressed against the man’s breast, a little above the right

collar bone. He then slowly passed the weapon’s point through the

cotton, on w’hich he kept the fingers of his left hand, firmly pressed in

a direction obliquely to the left, into his body, until the projection of

the hilt stopped its farther progress. The weapon was then slowly

withdrawn , the Panglimd still retaining the cotton in its place by the

pressure of his fingers, by which the effusion of blood externally was

effectually stanched.

The criminal, convulsively shuddering, was instantly preciptated into

the grave ; but on his making signs for water, was raised. He had

barely time to apply his lips to the cocoanut shell, in which it was

brought, when he fell back into the grave quite dead. The earth

was then hastily thrown over the body, and the assembly dispersed.

The Ampat Suku.—Next to the Panghulu, were the four heads or

representatives of the four Sukds, or tribes, into which the population

of Naning was divided.

In the ex-Panghuld’s time, the head of the

Sdkd Sa Melongan, was Maharaja Nunkaio.

,, Anak Malacca, „ Andika' Maharaja.

„ Tiga Baltd, „ Dattu Ambangav.

„ Munkdh, „ Orang Kaio Ki'hil.
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There are three other Sukiis or tribes in Naning, viz. those of Baltd

Balong, Tigd Neyney, and Bodoandd. The number of individuals com-

posing these ti'ibes being so insignificant, they were included in the

four general divisions.

The office of the head of the Suku was not exactly hereditary. In

the event of a casualty, the place was generally filled up by the remain-

ing three from the most eligible of the deceased’s family. Their

office was to assist the Panghuld with their counsel and advice ;

if unanimous, they could carry their point against him.

They were always consulted in any matter of importance, and af-

fixed their seals to all deeds and agreements. Letters to the Govern-

ment at Malacca, and to the heads of independent states were invaria-

bly written in the name of the Panghulu and Ampat Sdku. Each was

individually responsible for his tribe to the Panghuld, in matters of

revenue, levying men and settling disputes.

Their revenue was derived principally from the power they enjoyed

of levying fines on their own particular tribe, and from a portion allot-

ted to them by the Panghuld from his annual levy on each house of

five gantams of paddy.

Mantris.—The Mantris were a species of privy councillors to the

Panghdlus, two in number. The last were Mela'na' Hakim and

Gompa'r. They fled with the Panghdlu to Miko in Rumbowe, but

have since returned.

Panglimds or Hulubalangs.—The Panglimds are the war chiefs. The

cx-Panghuld had 12 ; viz. Pangllmas Besdr, Jail, Arrip, Beibas, Sul-

tan, Tambi, Prang, Troh, 2 Bangsahs, Kiodin, and Rdjd Balang.

Four of these were personally attached to the Panghuld

;

viz.

Panglimds Besdr, Prang, Jati, and Arrip

:

the rest to the Ampat

Sdku.

Besides the levying of men in war, and leading them to combat,

building stockades, &c. the duty of a Panglimd is in peace, the appre-

hension of criminals, bearing official messages and letters, and making

requisitions.

On these occasions, the Panghuld'

s

spear Tombok Bandaran was

sent with them, in token of their authority.

This custom prevails generally among Malayan chiefs.

The above form of government was entirely abolished on the set-

tling of the country after the disturbances in 1832, as will appear

hereafter.

History.—Naning was taken possession of, together with the Ma-
lacca lands, by the Portuguese, shortly after the capture of Malacca by

Alphonso Albuquerque, in 1511. Previous to this, it had formed an
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integral part of the dominions of Mohammed Shah II , Sultan of

Malacca ;
who, on the fall of his capital, fled to Muar, thence to Pa-

hang, and finally to Johore, where he established a kingdom. Nan-

ing remained nominally under the Portuguese, till 1641-2, when with

Malacca it fell into the hands of the Dutch, and their allies the sove-

reigns of Johore and Achin. According to a Malay manuscript in

my possession, “ the Hollanders made many bonds with tbe king of

Johore, on golden paper, including numerous divisions of shares

and territory,” among which are specified the interior boundaries of

Malacca, viz.“ From the mouth of the Cassang to its source southerly
;

from the mouth of the Lingi river to Ramoan China northerly to Buket

Bruang, Bakowe Rendah, Ramonia Chondong, Padang Chachar, Da-

son Mariah, Dason Kappar Ulu Malacca to the source of the Cassang

river. Done, written, and sealed by the Hollanders and king of Johore,

on paper of gold.”

Valentyn, however, asserts, that the 1st article of the treaty be-

tween the Dutch and the king of Johore was, that th ' town be given

up to the Dutch, and the land to the king of Johore, reserving, how-

ever, to the Dutch so much territory about the town as is required, and

license to cut fire-wood. Be this as it may, Dutch policy soon extended

the meaning of this into the possession of an area of nearly 50 miles

by 30, which comprised the whole of Naning up to the frontiers of

Rumbowe and Johore.

This line of latter days has been extended beyond Buket Bruang

and Ramoan China, to the left bank of the Lingi river, which it now
comprehends.

History of Naning .—The Dutch, on their taking possession of Ma-
lacca in 1641, found Naning under the government of the Ampat
Sukii, or heads of the four tribes, into which the inhabitants are di-

vided. In the Dutch Governor General Anthonij Van Diemen’s
administration, an agreement was made by the first Land-voogd, or

Governor of Malacca, Johan Van Twist, on the 15th of August, 1641,

with the chiefs of Naning and the neighbouring villages : by which
the latter promised fidelity to the States General and the Company,
and abjured their former engagements with tbe Spaniards and Por-

tuguese. The property of all persons dying without issue to be di-

vided between the Company and the native chiefs
; that of persons

guilty of murder, to be appropriated half for the use of the Companv,
and the remainder for their heirs. The company to be entitled to one-

tenth of the produce, and to a duty of 10 per cent, on the sale of

estates. Such taxes to be collected by native servants, who will be
rewarded by Governor General A. Van Diemen.
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In the old Dutch records, preserved in the archives of Malacca, we
find, in 1643, the inhabitants of Naning and Rumbowe, particularly

those of the districts of Mullikey, Perling, and Inac, noticed as being

in a very rebellious and disorderly state, refusing to obey their chief

Raja Merah, the first Panghulu of Naning, on account of the banish-

ment by the Dutch of one of their chiefs, named Meni Tuan Lelah

Reawan, from the territory of Malacca : and complaining [that the

administration of justice was not according to their customs.

In 1644, the Dutch Government resolved to depute commissioners

to Naning, in order to restore tranquillity, to take a survey of Naning

and its districts, to apportion lands to the inhabitants, (wiio, it is wor-

thy of note, are always styled “ Manikdbowes,” or settlers from

Menangkabowe in Sumatra,) to in fuse intotheir minds the advan-

tages resulting from habits of industry, to turn their attention to

agricultural pursuits, to persuade them to “ depart from the state of

barbarism under which they then laboured,” and finally, to furnish

Raja Merah, the chiefs and inhabitants there, with instructions how
they were to conduct themselves towards the Government of Malacca

in respect to the administration of justice in civil cases, and above all,

to take cognizance of every criminal case that occurred there.

To fulfil the objects of this mission, Government selected senior mer-

chant Snoueq. But citizen Snoueq, the minute drily observes,

“ brings in various excuses, saying he is unwell, and that the road to

Naning is impassable, that his legs are bad, and that he is not profi-

cient in the Malay language.”

Shortly after this, Snoueq still persisting in his objections, an

expedition is ordered to proceed to Naning, under Captain S. Alex-

ander Mendos and Antonio Gonio Lours Pinjero, consisting of 50

Netherlands, and 60 Malacca soldiers, with 20 peons, to convey pro-

visions and baggage, and a number of boats and boatmen—in all 180

men.

The following is the official account of the mission written by the

Governor Jeremias Van Vliet, who, it appears, proceeded himself to

Naning in the room of Snoueq.
“ On the third day, about three hours before the sun went

down, we arrived with the whole retinue at Pankallang Naning, as

far as is navigable, with a boat. Here we rested during the night, and

found Raja Merah, with some of the principal chiefs of Naning, who
shewed us every mark of respect and obedience.

“ Early on the morning of the fourth, we marched forward with the

whole retinue, through forests, to Melecque (Mullikey). We reached

this place at 10 o’clock, with the principal part of the troops, and
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awaited the arrival of our baggage. After taking some refreshments,

we proceeded on our journey to Naning, and arrived at this place

two hours before the losing of the sun. Raja Merah, with some of

the principal chiefs of Naning, and a great concourse of people, came

to receive us and pay their homage. They conducted us to Naning,

and had a band of musicians marching before us.

“ The inhabitants of Naning and the other districts under our sub-

jection came to us to pay their homage. Thus every thing promised

a favorable result to the object of our mission. The chiefs and inha-

bitants of Naning had constructed a sumptuous bungalow for our

reception, and shewed us every attention and respect.

“ We received their compliments with every token of good will, and

so we past the day.

“ In Naning we desired Raja Merah and the chiefs to be called;

and pointed out to them the atrocities which had been committed by

them and the inhabitants during the past year, viz. that murder and

robbery were common practices with them, arising from no other

cause than a state of ignorance and idleness. It is therefore advise-

able, that they should devote their time to agricultural pursuits, such

as planting a more considerable quantity of pepper or paddy. Were

they to lead an industrious life, it would prove much to their benefit

;

malignity would then, no doubt, be entirely eradicated.”

The following points were laid before them :

1st. “ That Inchi Woddat, one of the chiefs and head-men at Melic-

que (Mullikev), having proved himself unworthy of that situation,

and on whom no confidence could be placed, it is required that they

should select three qualified persons at Melicque, out of which num-

ber, one would be chosen to fill the vacant seat.”

2nd. “ That they should keep the river, from Pankallang Naning

to Pankallang Nauwar, clear, and make it navigable for prows.”

3rd. “ That one-tenth of the produce of the Naning rice-fields

should be paid annually, either in kind or money.”

4th. “ That llaja Merah, with the chiefs, should come down per-

sonally, or depute persons to pay their homage.” (The records here

are almost obliterated.)

5th. “ That Raja Merah shall invite, by beat of gong, all the in-

habitants in the districts under subjection, in order to ascertain if they

have any complaints to bring forward against Raja Merah, or the

other chiefs ; and if they have no reason of complaint, notice should

be taken of their disobedience.”

6th. “ That we should furnish Raja Merah and the chiefs with

instructions, and point out to them the line of conduct which they
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should invariably pursue, and how far their authority extends in the

administration of civil cases.”

“ These points having been translated into the Malay language, we

had it proclaimed, and made known to all people, through the medium

of Raja Merah, who informed us, that the inhabitants accepted these

rules with due deference, but made some difficulty in complying with

the contents of that paragraph which enjoins them to keep the river

clear, for they consider themselves as his (Raja Merah’s) subjects,

not his slaves. Raja Merah further states, that the limited authority

with which he is invested is not calculated to command obedience.

But it is our wish, that Raja Merah confer with the chiefs and inha-

bitants on the matter, and inform them that what we had resolved is

principally to promote their interest. The clearing away on the banks

of the river is a service which could be performed by four persons,

and in a short space of time. The banks of the river should be cleared,

widened, and made navigable from Naning to the town
; but they are

required to keep the river clear only as far as Pankallang Nauwar,

from thence it will be the business of our inhabitants to preserve the

cleanliness of the river. They ought to recollect, that this improvement

would, in a great measure, promote the prosperity of Naning ; and

how convenient it would be felt by every body in the transport of

paddy, sirih, and other produce. Perceiving their objection, we de-

sired, that the inhabitants should be summoned by beat of gong, in

order that they might consider this object more attentively. Raja

Merah and chiefs did accordingly hold a consultation with the inha-

bitants. We directed Alexander Mendos to be present at this

meeting, and to inform himself of every circumstance which might

occur, and instructed him how he should conduct himself towards

these obstinate people.

“ Alexander Mendos having appeared in the meeting, and hearing

some of the Manikdbowes making difficulties to obey the order regard-

ing the clearing of the river, alleging that their houses were too far

situated from the river, replied, that they should not murmur at such

a trivial labour, considering that the Governor himself had left the

town, and come up here for the purpose of punishing the wicked and

disobedient, and protecting the innocent and faithful, it would there-

fore be very imprudent to resist his wishes. Mendos and Raja Me-
rah, impressed these salutary precepts on the minds of the inhabitants

of the villages under subjection, who with one consent and loud voice

exclaimed, “ the will of the Governor of Malacca be done,” and pro-

mised to be obedient to all his orders. In this manner did Raja

Merah, the chiefs, and inhabitants declare their willingness to accede

to the rules which we had prescribed to them.
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“ We directed ail the men in the districts under subjection to ap-

proach our dwelling, and demanded to know if they were satisfied with

Raja Merah and the other chiefs, and would submit to their orders.

If anv person should be injured, and could procure no redress from

them,” (here again the record is undecipherable.)

“ We addressed the people in such a manner that they unanimously

declared, that they had nothing to bring forward against Raja Me-
rah, and consented to place themselves under his control. We have

in consequence read in the Dutch, Portuguese, and Malay languages,

in the presence of the inhabitants of the districts under subjection, viz.

Naning, Melicque, Inak, and Perling, the commission appointing

Rajah Merah as our subordinate chief over the above-mentioned dis-

tricts ; and the tenor of the commission is noted down in the accom-

pany copy.

“ Raja Merah had selected three persons from each of the districts

Melicque and Perling ; out of which one will be chosen, in order to

increase the number of the members of the council in Naning, and

each of them should be a head man over a village.

“ Whilst Raja Merah, the chiefs, and the inhabitants were holding

a council, we took a survey of the lands and paddy-fields in Naning,

and proceeded nearly so far as the forests of Rumbowe. It is indeed

a fine and fertile land, bounded on both sides by forests. It is to be

desired, that Malacca could possess such advantages. In the districts

of Naning there is much waste and uncultivated land, which is well

adapted for planting pepper. If we could put our plan into execu-

tion, it is certain that the Company will derive great profit in time.

“ After the trial of many delinquents, there was one man, named

U'ang Caya Per Mattu Merah, who was once one of the chiefs at

Naning ; who, having evinced symptoms of disaffection, proceeded to

Rumbowe, where he had spent his days in cock-fighting and gaming.

This man was ordered to be apprehended and fined in our council, with

the concurrence of Raja Merah, in a sum of 50 crusadoes.

“ The enormous crime committed by Contella Lascarra, late head

man at Perling, for which he had been imprisoned here for a length

of time, was also investigated in the presence of the said chiefs. He

was condemned to pay a fine of 100 crusadoes. In failure of this,

he shall be scourged and banished the territory of Malacca.

“ The instructions, which we intended to furnish Raja Merah

with, being ready, we intimated the tenor of the same to him and

the other chiefs, and they appeared to be perfectly satisfied with them,

which gives us every reason to hope, that they would promote the

happiness and comfort of the people, and increase the confluence of

the Mavikdbowes, when the villagers of other places shall hear Naning
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is become a well-regulated Government, and the character of the inha-

bitants peaceable and industrious, and that vice is severely punished.

“ Every thing at Naning has turned out to our wishes. Raja

Merah and the chiefs were very submissive, and the inhabitants very

obedient to our orders.”

Governor Van Vliet had not long to felicitate himself on the sub-

missiveness and obedience ofthe inhabitants ofNaning ; for shortly after

his return to Malacca, an extensive conspiracy was formed, in which

thev assumed a prominent part against the Dutch Government, in the

denouement of which, two Dutch officers lost their lives at the hands

of the natives. The following paragraph from the records gives us an

insight into the method employed by the Dutch of this period, in

“persuading the refractory Manikabowes to return from the state of

barbarism under which they had the misfortune to labour.”

Well might Lord Minto, the conqueror of Java, commit to the

flames with indignant hands, those instruments of torture, so long

a disgrace to a city over whose ancient ruins the British flag

waved*.

This document is dated “ Malacca, 16th August, 1644.”

“ What an abominable treason and conspiracy have we not dis-

covered in Naning in the conduct of five Malays, named Inchi Itam,

Bongsoe, Sillap, Poetara, and a slave of the name of Patchuim,

who had been compelled by his master to join the conspirators against

Malacca. We have often trusted Itam with letters to the chiefs at

Naning and Rumbowe, but he has performed our commands in a very

unfaithful manner, by laying secret schemes with the said chiefs

against us, and three different times he swore fealty in favor of them,

against our Government, that he would not discover and make known

to us any plan which our enemy might project against our interest,

and if we should purpose to despatch a force thither, he would give

timely notice to them of our design. Moreover, he had undertaken to

lead 1,000 Manikdbowes to Malacca, in order to attack and destroy the

settlement. All this he did, and dissembled with us. Inchi, Sillap,

Bongsoe, and Poetara were for a considerable length of time our inhabi-

tants, and were together with the troops where Captains Forsenberg

and Menie were murdered
;
since which time, they have taken up arms

against our Government, and threatened to murder us in our council

* His Lordship, after the taking of Java, presented Malacca with a full length

portrait of himself, in which the burning of the instruments of torture is repre-

sented. The picture was formerly suspendad in the Stadt-house, but now adorns

the court-house of Malacca.
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chamber, and to run a muck against any one who would oppose them.

They did also pledge that they would set the town on fire, and retire

to the country with their wives and children. We were long of inten-

tion to punish these traitors, but have with the advice of our council

defered the execution thereof until the return of our commissioner

Snoueq from Johore. But the following is now resolved

:

“ That Inchi Itam he tortured to death, and his body be exposed

on a gibbet.”

“ That Sillap and Bongsoe be decapitated, and their bodies be

divided into four parts, and exposed in several conspicuous places.”

“ That Poetara be beheaded, his head placed upon a gibbet, his

body separated, and exposed in several conspicuous places. He has

confessed to be guilty of horrid crimes.”

“ That Patchium the slave.be acquitted, and set atlarge.as it is prov-

ed that he has not taken up arms against us, and has been constrained

by his master to join the said conspirators. Moreover, he was the

medium of discovering the conspiracy.”

“ God preserve Malacca and all states and fortresses from such

evil-designing people.”

“ The villages of Naning and Rumbowe continue in a rebellious

state, the blockade of the river Panagy, (the Rumbowe and Naning

branch of the Lingi river,) by us is still carried on. Some days past,

two Rumbowe people have been seized by our inhabitants in the

river Muar. We had them executed ; their heads were placed on

stakes, and their bodies on gibbets.”

“ God grant that we may apprehend some more of these traitors,

they shall all be dealt with in this way.”

“ By the disasters which had taken place at Naning, the continu-

ance of the rebellion excited by the insolent Manikiibowes, and the dif-

fidence subsisting between this republic and the states of Johore, the

minor trade of this place has of late been decreasing, the supply of

all necessaries prevented, and the plantations along the river-side

deserted and abandoned ; for fear of the Manikdbowes, nobody would

venture to cultivate their gardens in those places. The revenue of

the settlement has in consequence diminished, and the inhabitants

very much disheartened. Even the people in the surrounding states

are not exempt from fear on this acconnt. We shall find it there-

fore expedient to conclude a permanent peace with the states of Johore,

by which means, it will be in our power to punish the Naning and Rum-

bowe people. We shall endeavour to treat all the subjects of the

chief of Johore in a friendly manner, and permit them to visit our

settlement without molestation.”
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The Dutch for a considerable period afterwards experienced much
annoyance from the daring aggressions of these hardy natives, who

advanced in hordes within a musket shot of the fort, and up to the

very borders of the entrenchments, plundering and laying waste to the

gardens and houses in the vicinity, and destroying the plantations at

Bukit China. Government, at last, though not without considerable

expence and bloodshed, succeeded in restoring tranquillity.

In 1651, the Panghulu Sri Raja Merah was publicly thanked for

his services in the apprehension of a runaway slave from Malacca,

guilty of murder. In 1652, he, with his three sons and two of the

principal chiefs of Naning, came down to Malacca, and presented to

Government a quantity of pepper as “ an ordinary tribute.” On this

occasion, he was honored in return by the gift of a Malay sarasak,

one piece of red cloth, one of white cloth, and a piece of white

bafta.

Inferior presents were likewise bestowed upon his three sons and

the two chiefs.

In November, 1652, we find the following minute, which goes to

disprove the power of inflicting capital punishment, without reference

to the Malacca Government, which of later years the ex-Panghulu

Dhol Sayad arrogated to himself.

“ Pursuant to our order of the 30th October last, a letter was

written in reply by Mr. Emanuel du Moulyn to the chiefs of Nan-

ing, conveying our sentiments and surprise at the atrocities which

had been of late perpetrated at Naning, and the summary manner

with which the offender was put to death by the commands of the

chiefs in the case of Rajah Merah’s son-in-law, who attempted to

destroy his wife and father-in-law. This we must confess is a hor-

rid deed, but at all events, the offender should have been delivered in-

to our hands,' and a regular course of trial in our court be instituted

against him. But when we take into consideration the sincere contri-

tion expressed at what they have done, we could not but impute it to

their ignorance, and it is therefore proper that we should not notice

it this time with that severity and censure, which under any other

circumstances it would be our bounden duty as lord paramount to

exercise.”

“ We observe that there is another individual of the name of Inchi

Jumat, who has shewn many instances of insubordination, and is

fully proved to have run a muck, and attempted the life of his chief at

Naning. We have resolved in council, at the suggestion of the chiefs

and inhabitants of Naning, and places subordinate thereto, that the

said Inchi Jumat be put to death, and sincerely trust, that after the

q 2
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extinction of such a dangerous character as the said Jumat, the dis-

trict of Nailing will revert to its former tranquillity and happiness.

The subjoined document, dated 27th May, 1664, b&ars upon the

collection of the duty on the produce of Naning.
“ The captain of Naning and the chiefs preferred in council a

complaint against Maria Silvens, collector of the customs on Sirih

brought from Naning, that he has not attended to the usual mode of

levying the duty on this article.”

“ The measure which it seems he has adopted is this—after receiv-

ing the duty, he would detain the people about five days, until the

quantity collected by him has been disposed of, by which means, the

Sirih remaining on their hands, became unfit for consumption, and

consequently not saleable. Through his negligence, the Bongsal, (reve-

nue store-house) in which this article is deposited, and wherein the

Naning people are compelled to take shelter at night, had become

very dilapidated ; nor has he troubled himself in the least to put the

building in a proper repair for the accommodation of these persons, who

were under the necessity of violating the prescribed rules, by taking

up their lodgings in different parts of the town, which expedient has

been attended with much inconvenience and disagreement amongst

the Naning people.”

“ With a view to preserve good order and tranquillity, another in-

dividual shall he appointed in the room of Maria Silvens, who it

would appear is also desirous to tender his resignation. We have

therefore deemed it advisable, at the suggestion of Raja Merah,

and the chiefs of Naning, to nominate Anthony Pinjero and Manuel
Frere, as collectors of the duty on Sirih brought from Naning. The

president of our council having observed, that Manuel Frere is more

conversant in Malay language, and customs of those people, than the

first mentioned individual, has considered it expedient to propose him

for the performance of this duty, in which motion we unanimously

concurred, and have consequently nominated the said Manuel Frere

provisionally, to execute the functions of a collector of the aforesaid

duty, and superintendent of the Bongsal, until our further orders.”

“ Early in 1680, the agreement made in 1641, by Van Twist,

was renewed, during Governor General Rijhlof Van Goen’s adminis-

tration by the then Land-voogd of Malacca, Jacob Jarissoon Pits,

* with the ambassadors of Naning and Rumbowe, on behalf of the

king of Johore,’ with these additions, viz. ‘ that a duty of ten per cent.

ad valorem be paid to the Company on the sales of the pepper.’ The

Company promise to give an adequate subsistence to the chief at

Naning, besides one-tenth of the collected revenue.”
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“ Each boat coming down from Naning will pay a duty of one cru-

sadoe to the Company.” It appears by this treaty that the custom of

dividing the property of the natives of Naning, dying without heirs,

was introduced by the Portuguese prior to the capture of Malacca by

the Dutch ;
we also find that all slaves flying from Naning to Malacca

with intent of embracing the Christian faith will be emancipated, and

the value of the same will be paid to their ancestors.

The Naning people likewise bound themselves not to trade with

foreign nations, but to convey their merchandize down the river to

Malacca.

In 1703, the Malacca Government appointed Sri Maharaja Juara

Magat, as Panghulu of Naning, for a service done to the king of

Johore, which will be shortly mentioned, and in consequence of the

incapacity and infirmities of the then Panghulu Sri Raja Merah,

who had forwarded to Government the Company’s signet, which he

had been permitted to use as a token of his delegated authority.

The following are the instructions received by the commissioners

deputed for the installation of the new chief at Naning. They present

a curious specimen of the native policy of the Dutch.

“ Malacca, 5th May, 1703.

“ Instructions given by Bernard Phoonsen, Governor and Direc-

tor of the town and fortress of Malacca in Council, to Peter Anthony
Figaredo, burgher, and Inchi Aroom, head man of the Malays at this

place, for their guidance in respect to the installation of the newly

nominated chief at Naning Sri Raja Merah, and the conduct which

they should pursue during their stay at that place.”

1st. “ On your arrival at Naning, you shall wait upon the Orang

Kaya Sri Raja Merah, in our name, and present him the accompanying

letter, and congratulate him on his retiring from office, which we

have granted him at his own request, and in consideration of his ad-

vanced age ; and inform him, that his brother has been nominated to

fill the vacant office, for which he has received the arms of the East

India Company as a mark of his authority.”

2nd. “ You shall require the chiefs at Naning to pay all due re-

spects and submission to the authority who holds the said seals, and

with regard to the navigation of the river by boats, they shall invari-

ably conduct themselves as we have desired.”

3rd. “ Two days after your arrival, you shall nominate and appoint

the new chief in the name of the East India Company, and command

all persons to pay every respect, and shew due submission to him ;

in failure thereof, they shall be liable to punishment.”

4th. “ You shall diligently inquire into the case of Seathum and

his followers, in order that we might be thoroughly informed whether
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he has been justly or unjustly accused, as we have heard repeated

complaints against the present reigning chief ; but you must not omit to

caution Seathum, as well as his followers, to attend to all orders and

requisitions enforced by the East India Company.”

5th. “ That the sentence, which shall be pronounced by them

against an offender, must, in the first instance, be approved of, and

confirmed by us, before it can be put into execution. Such sentences

are also liable to be cancelled and altered by us, and our will must be

punctually attended to.”

6th. “ They shall apprehend and send to town all evil disposed

persons and offenders, who may from time to time take shelter in the

districts of Naning. If resistance should be made on the part of

these persons, they shall use violence in seizing them, for we would

rather see them put to death than that one should escape with impu-

nity.”

7th. “ No individual from town, or plantations on the river side,

shall be permitted to proceed to Naning without previous intimation

being given to the Shahbandar, or Malay translator, who will issue

on application a written permission to that effect ; and we direct that

all persons, not furnished with such license, be ordered to quite Nan-

ing, and return to the place from whence they came.”

8th. “ The inhabitants of Naning shall be permitted to export and

bring to market in town all sorts of minerals, timbers, fruits, &c., ex-

cept Sirih leaves. Our reason for forbidding the importation of this

article has been several times conveyed to them. In return they

shall be permitted to take to Naning from hence all sorts of provi-

sions and necessaries.”

The following account of the circumstances attending Juara Ma-
gat’s elevation is related on native authority.

Sultan Abdul Jalil Shah III., king of Johore, wrote a letter to the

chief of the Malays at Malacca, then Capitan Malayu, Dattu Aru'm,

stating, that one of his subjects, Ganta Delangit, had carried off one

of the royal concubines to Malacca
;
and desiring him most earnestly

to render assistance in wiping off this stain on his honor. The Capitan

on the receipt of this epistle summoned Juara Magat from Naning,

and ordered him to seek out Delangit, to put him to death, and to

bring down the concubine of the Sultan to Malacca.

To this, it is said, Juara readily assented, but requested a hris from

the Capitan for the purpose, who gave him the choice of the whole

of his weapons, and on Juara’s not finding one "lucky” enough,

desired him to go to the armourer’s shop in town, and make his own
selection. Juara turned into a Chinese shop, near the Trangueira

gate, where after rejecting all the inluyed and beautifully damasked
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weapons offered him by the armourer, selected an old rusty looking

kris, blackened by the smoke and resin of the dammer torches, to the

trimming of which it had been constantly applied. He then returned

to the Capitan, and informed his astonished employer that the rejected

weapon he held in his hand, was the kris destined to pour out the

blood of Delangit as a sacrifice to the insulted honor of the Sultan.

With this wonderful weapon (fit companion for the enchanted

sword of king Arthur), Juara returned to Naning. But Delangit,

hearing of his purpose, had already fled thence into Muar, and concealed

himself with the concubine amid the fastnesses of that wild country.

Thither the persevering Juara tracked his victim, and coming up

with him at the mouth of the river, plunged the fatal steel deep into

his heart.

The concubine he conveyed in safety to Malacca, whence she was

sent, with an account of what had occurred, by the Capitan, to the

Sultan of Johore. The Sultan recommended Juara to the Dutch

government, who made him Panghdld of Naning
;
and bestowed on

him as mark of royal favor, two slaves, a man and woman
;
(from

whom the Suku or tribe at present known by the appellation of Tiga

Nenek sprang;) a sword, termed Uldr-kenydng, “ the satiated serpent,”

a silk baju or vest, and lastly, a tract of the Gominchi territory, hence

called Pembdshu 'lungan. To the Capitan Malayu was given a piece

of land extending from Kleybang to the Sungi Baru river, and inland

to Bertam. The title Sri Raja Merah, the sword, Baju, and a genea-

logical book, generally preserved in the families of Malayan princes

and noblemen, called Silselah, have descended to Juara’s succes-

sors as a Kabesdran, or regalia.

Juara Magat was succeeded, agreeably to the Mendngkdbowe law

of succession, by his sister’s son, Kukah ; to Kukah succeeded Ean-

garang or Mulana Garang, Jangot, Tambah, and Anjak or Bukit

Jootor. The present Qx-Panghulu Abdul Sayad or Dhol Sayad, suc-

ceeded his uncle Anjak, in 1801, when he was confirmed in his

office by the British Resident at Malacca, colonel Taylor.

When Abdul Sayad had control in Naning, the Kabesdran of his

ancestors was kept in a house-shaped chest, and was only publicly

produced once a year. Its contents were perfumed with the smoke

arising from a censer of odoriferous gums, and washed with water and

rice-flour, by the sacred hands of the Panghdlu himself. On their

being exhibited, the superstitious natives, not even daring to look at

these miraculous relics, fell prostrate with their foreheads pressed to

the earth, exclaiming, Dowlet, dowlet !

The properties ascribed to the sword are those generally known by

Malays under the term Betuah, which, among other meanings, has that
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of any thing imparting invulnerability and irresistabilitv to the wearer.

Secret enemies are detected, by their involuntarily trembling in the

august presence of the weapon. The silk bdjii, it is believed, will fit

none but the Panghulu or the person destined to become his succes-

sor. And to this day, it is firmly credited by many of the Malays, that

the elder brother of Abdul Sayad was rejected from the Panghuluship

solely on account of his inability to get his head through the neck of

the vest, which is represented to be so small, as scarcely to admit of

the insertion of two fingers.

The truth of the matter is, that he was set aside by the Ampat

Suku, on account of his unfitness, and unpopularity. How the ex-

Panghulu contrived to slip his large head through the silken vest

must still remain matter of conjecture to the learned.

In 1795, the English took possession of Malacca and Naning ;

of the latter, under the same terms as the Dutch had held possession.

In 1802, Colonel Taylor, the Resident at Malacca, made treaty with

the ex-Panghuld and the Ampat Sdku. Among other stipulations, it

was agreed on that the Panghulu, chiefs, Menangkabowes or Malays

of Naning, do pay one- tenth of the produce of the soil to the East

India Company ; but in consideration of their poverty, it is resolved,

that instead of paying the tenth, the Panghulu, come in person an-

nually to Malacca, and present 400 gantams of paddy to Government.

And further, that “ the Panghuld and chiefs promise, in the name of

the said community of Naning, that whenever the chief rulers happen

to resign the Government, or any misfortune befal them, they shall

in such case propose one of the nearest and most qualified of his

family to the Governor of Malacca, for his successor ; but it is not

expected that such a proposal must always meet the Governor’s ap-

probation ; on the contrary, it is optional with him, whom he thinks

proper to appoint.’'

Colonel Farquhar became Resident of Malacca in 1803, and in

1809, reserved to the British Government, the power of inflicting

capital punishment on criminals in Naning. The duty of one crusadoe,

on boats coming down from Naning, was withdrawn.

In 1810, the Dutch again assumed possession of Malacca. In

1822, Governor Timmerman Thyssen, had caused a statement of

the land’s produce of Naning to be drawn out, and transmitted it to

the Netherlands Government at Batavia, with the ulterior view of

levying the tenth. But before their decision was received, the British

flag was again hoisted at Malacca. This took place in April, 1825.

Up to this period, the 400 gantams, in lieu of the tenth, had been

annually paid' by the different Panghulus of Naning. In 1827, the

Panghdlu and Ampat Suku, came down to Malacca to pay their re-
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spects to tlie new Resident, Mr. Garling, who had been appointed in

1826. In 1828, Mr. Lewis, Assistant Resident, proceeded to Tabu,

the capital (if a village be so called) of Nailing, with the view of mak-

ing arrangements with the chiefs, for putting that territory on the

same footing as the Malacca lands, which, in pursuance of Mr.

Fullarton's plans, had been transferred, on the 15th of March,

1828, by the private landholders, for the aggregate annual sum

of 17,000 Sicca Rupees, to Government, from the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1828, but afterwards fixed from the 1st of June, until such period

as the British flag should continue to fly at Malacca. Mr. Lewis was

empowered to offer the Panghfdii the sum of 600 Spanish dollars,

and each of the Ampat Suku, 50 per annum, provided they would con-

sent to transfer their lands to Government, in order that the tenth

might be levied thereon, as well as on the Malacca lands.

These proposals met with a refusal.

In 1829, Mr. Church, Deputy Resident, was sent to Sungi-puttye,

on the Naning frontier, to confer with the Panghulu, with instructions

to make known to him that Naning was an integral part of Malacca,

and that it was intended by Government to subject it also to the

general regulations affecting the rest of the Malacca territory, but

directed no immediate levying of this duty. He was further instructed

to take a census, and to make it known, that all offenders, except in

trivial matters, must be sent down in future to Malacca for trial. Mr.

Church, on the part of Government, offered the Panghulu and Ampat

Stikd pensions as a compensation.

The census was allowed to be taken, but the rest of these conditions

met with an absolute negative.

When Mr. Fullarton arrived, he wrote to the Panghulul, who had

not presented himself with the annual tribute, summoning him to Ma-
lacca, but without effect. An expedition was then proposed to be sent

to chastise the sturdy chief; but deferred, pending a reference to the

Supreme Government. The Panghulu, still further committed him-

self by the forcible and injustifiable seizure of a Duson, at Panchur*

within the Malacca boundary, the hereditary property of Inchi Surin.

This man preferred his plaint to Government, and in consequence

another message was dispatched.

The Panghuld’s answer set forth a determination to retain the

Duson , affirming it to be his own property, and impeaching the right of

Government to interfere. A proclamation was now published, declaring,

that Abdul Sayad had forfeited all his claims, and was thenceforth no

longer Panghulu of Naning.

r r
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Such are the principal circumstances leading to the expedition in

August, 1831, its failure, and the subsequent successful operations in

1832.

Tabu fell on the 15th June, 1832, Abdul Satad having barely time

to carry off his family and his Kabesaran. The chest in which these

relics were deposited fell into the hands of the troops. The PanghulU

fled first to Condong in Rumbowe, thence to Mi'ko, and finally to Passir,

in Sriminanti. Here he left his family, and has been wandering

about the interior for some time past. After the evacuation of Tabu,

he paid several pious visits to the tombs of his ancestors, who there

lie buried ;
he has since returned to Sriminanti, where he lives in indi-

gence, and would probably come in on terms and deliver himself up

to Government.

His private property and lands have been confiscated.

The Ampat Suku fled to Sabang, but finally separated and sought

asylum in the neighbouring states. The two Mantris, Melana Hakim
and Gompor, who principally instigated their chief to rebellion, are at

Mfko, (since returned.)

Mr. Ibetson visited Naning in the ensuing October, and created

15 Panghulus over the different Mukims, or parishes, into which the

country is .divided, and thereby abolished the ancient power of the

Panghulii and Ampat Suku.

The office of these newly elected chiefs is to preserve peace and quiet

in their respective Mukims

;

to examine into and decide matters of little

importance. Cases of a heavy nature are to be referred invariably to

Government, and not as formerly to the Ampat Sukd, or heads of tribes,

whose authority is now at an end.

They are to assist in the collection of the revenue, and apprehension

of criminals ; and are constituted as authorized channels of communica-

tion between the Government and the peasantry.

They derive no further emolument from their office, than part of

their own lands, and produce being exempt from duty: this is also en-

joyed by the four priests of each mosque.

On the 27th of October, 1832, Government took the judicious step

of placing Naning and its new system of internal administration,

under the superintendence of Mr. NVesterhout, a gentleman not

only eminently qualified for the task by his perfect knowledge of the

Malay character and capabilities, but on account of his extensive in-

fluence with the principal persons of the district and neighbouring

independent states.

The terms under which Mr. Westerhout undertook the settlement

of the country are principally as follows : that he shall have the whole
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of the tenth collected in Naning, until the 30th April, 1834, his travel,

ling expences to be defrayed on the usual scale. Mr. Westerhout

is to introduce and establish the collection of the tenth, he shall make

a census of the population, number of houses, &c. The quantity of

grain sown by each individual is to be ascertained by him ; also the

extent of ground belonging to those individuals who are exempt

from paying the duty. He shall likewise ascertain the quantity and

nature of the lands, lately the property of Dhol Sayad, and send in a

return to Government of the new Panghulus and places under their au-

thority. The expediency of a number of wells being sunk at intervals

of half a mile apart, along the Naning boundary-line with Rumbowe
and Johore, was also suggested by Government.

On the 9th of January, 1833, Mr. Westerhout met the Rumbowe
chiefs at Sung! seaport, near the frontiers of Rumbowe, to arrange

the respective boundaries. The boundary line agreed on follows the

ancient one as far as Jirat Gunjf, from thence as stated before.

The Rumbowe chiefs revived some old claims to the Ramoan Chi-

nas, stating, that in their old boundary papers, the line passed from

Qualla Lingi over Bukit Bruang, and through Ramoan China, &c. to

Padang Chachar.

We also find the Raja of Salangore making a somewhat similar

claim, in 1804, encroaching on the Company’s territories as far as Sun-

gi Baru. (Vide Anderson’s Considerations, page 203.)

They however readily ceded the point, when informed that accord-

ing to all European copies of former treaties, the boundary-line in that

quarter was the Lingi river, and that the Ramoan Chinas had always

been private property under the Dutch and English Government.

Thecountry, since the takingofTabu, has been occupied by the Madras

troops ; but as its security has progressed, and the inhabitants have

became more and more settled, the force has been gradually diminished.

Distress and poverty are still too visible. These powerful agents, ope-

rating on a few desperate characters, have produced, in many instances*

the natural results, robbery and murder. The newly-created Panghulus,

with families, crying out for food at home, and fearful for their own
personal safety, are at present very far from being useful as a police

;

in time to come, after the machine has once received a proper impulse,

the inhabitants returned to their rice-fields, and the ex-Panghtilu, now

dwelling in the neighbouring state of Sriminanti, disposed of, then

the troops may be withdrawn, or concentrated in a centrical post, and

the Pangh&ltis, with their Mata Matas, may then be found sufficient

for the duties required of them ; but at present they stand more in

r r 2
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need of support themselves, than they are able to afford it to the

wretched rayats under them.

Most part of the above was written while in camp at Alor Gajeh,

a place situated nearly in the centre of Naning, about 12 miles from

the Rumbowe frontier, during part of 1832, and the beginning of

1833. Since this period, up to the present (1834), the inhabitants

have, with few exceptions, returned to their native villages. The

ex-Panghuld came down from Sriminanti, and surrendered himself

unconditionally to Government, on the 5th of February, 1834.

He has been permitted to reside at Malacca, and draw a salary from

Government of 30 Sicca Rupees per mensem ; has been sanctioned on

this condition of his binding himself in 1000 Spanish dollars, and

finding two securities in 500 Spanish dollars each, that he shall be

forthcoming whenever called upon.

He has since this resided at Malacca, where he has received much

attention from all classes of the native population. He is a hale, stout

man, apparently about 50 years of age, of a shrewd and observant dis-

position, though highly imbued with the superstitions of his tribe.

His supernatural efficacy in the cure of diseases is still firmly believed

in, as that of certain kings of England was at no very remote period

by their enlightened and scrofulous subjects
; and his house is the

daily resort of the health-seeking followers of Muhammed, Foh, Brah-

ma, and Buddh.

The oensus of 1833-4, has exceeded those of former years, amount-

ing to men, women, and children, 5,079. Although by the Muham-

medan law, a Musalman enjoys the privilege of possessing four wives,

provided he can maintain them, yet we find in Naning the number of

males exceeds that of females by one hundred and sixty-oue.

Montesquieu, I believe, in a defence of polygamy among Asiatics,

adduces as a cause the superior comparative number of females pre-

vailing in the East. The population of Naning, like that of other

Malayan states of the peninsula, is in a low state ; in absence of other

causes, generally assigned by political economists for this deficiency,

may be ascribed the natural unproductiveness of the females : few

bearing more than six children : the ravages of the small-pox, un-

checked by inoculation or vaccination ; the immoderate and constant

practice of smoking opium, by those able to purchase this pernicious

drug ;
and, perhaps, may be added, the poverty prevailing in many of

its villages. The Malays, equally with other followers of Islam, are

religiously bound to marry ; hence we perceive few unmarried persons

who have arrived at years of puberty. Prostitution and its attendant

evils are extremely uncommon.
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I have observed many instances of longevity in the interior
; seven-

ty or eighty years is an age by no means rare. An instance of 1 20

years, has been related to me, on respectable authority, occurring in the

person of Dattu Puan, a native of Lubo Koppong, in Naning, who
died some years ago at Sungi Baru. This truly patriarchal old man
lived to see his descendants in the fifth generation.

Produce of 1833-4.—The last rice crops were not so abundant as

expected, owing to a bad season, and the employment of the newly

returned inhabitants in rebuilding their houses, repairing the Ampan-
gans, or dams thrown across the rivers, for purposes of irrigation. The
total produce of paddy amounted to 137,985 gantams. The tenth

levied on this, and the other articles of produce, covered the expences

of the district of Naning with a small overplus. The face of the

country now presents every where the prospect of a plentiful harvest.

The Malacca lands, ceded during Mr. Fullarton’s administration,

by the Dutch proprietors to the British Government, in 1828, have

however by no means repaid the expence of holding them, being a

heavy annual loss to the Company. This I think is principally to be

attributed to the extravagant compensation sums paid yearly, for the

tenure right to the proprietors. Other causes operating indirectly

on the revenue, to account for a small portion of this deficiency, exist

;

for instance, the Sirik farm.

Collection of the Revenue.—The tenth* on the rice crops is levied

in Naning much in the same manner as in the ceded lands, just men-

tioned, in the vicinity of Malacca.

When the grain is ripe, a person on the part of Government visits

the rice-fields, attended by the owner, the Panghulu, or Mata Matas of

the village, and several of the oldest inhabitants on the spot, in

order to agree on and assess its value. Regarding this point, a differ-

ence of opinion is naturally to be expected to arise between the taxer

and the taxed. This is generally submitted to the arbitration of the

Panghdlh and the village elders. But should these persons again

assess the crop at a lower value than the collector’s agent really

thinks it worth, the latter has still the resource of offering to purchase

the whole of the crop on the part of Government at the price the

* The sovereign’s right to the tenth has been from time immemorial acknow-

ledged in Malayan states. This custom is very ancient, and appears to have pre-

vailed over a great portion of the known world, and among nations of a very dif-

ferent character and religion ;
for instance, the Jews, the Gauls, the Chaldeans,

the Egyptians, the Greeks, and the Romans. It was originally offered to the gods,

and their priests
;
and then to sovereigns, who not frequently united the sacer-

dotal functions with their temporal powers.
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owner has justly valued it. This has been done in a few cases, I

believe, and has been invariably refused. It is not therefore improba-

ble, all circumstances taken into consideration, that not more than 7 or

8 per cent, at the most ever finds its way into the Company’s godowns.

The tenth in kind on paddy is sold whenever a good price can be

procured for it on tbe spot, and the proceeds lodged in the treasury.

The tenth on the other articles of land produce is levied at tolls

placed at the entrances into Naning from Malacca, and there imme-

diately sold.

Much inconvenience and loss is experienced by Government, through

this uncertain mode of collecting the revenue. The tax itself too, as

it rises with the produce, operates practically as a check to progressive

increase in the cultivation.

A pecuniary compensation, or commutation, of the duty on the

sawahs, or wet lands, fixed for a definite period, not less than five

years, would be far more advantageous and convenient to both parties.

It should be very moderate for the first period, during which the

amount of the crops for each successive season should be carefully

ascertained, as well as the increased quantity of land that would na-

turally be brought under cultivation. To such an arrangement the

Naning cultivators are by no means averse, but they object to it with

regard to the ladang, or dry land crops.

The desultory mode of cultivation known under the term ladang,

of which Mr. Marsden has given an excellent description in his

History of Sumatra, chap, iv., forms one of the principal obstacles

to the introduction of the new land regulations into a Malayan coun-

try. Added to this, is the notorious dislike the Malays entertain to

innovation and change, and their innate love of liberty and freedom

from all shackles. They have a strong aversion to be bound down

to the performance of any thing, even in matters which would afford

them much amusement and pleasure, were they to act from free will

and choice.

I am not aware of the ladang mode of cultivation offering any other

advantages to the Malays, further than the charms of a wandering

and shifting state of life.

The ladang rice, however, is affirmed by some to be sweeter and

whiter, and to keep better tban the produce of the sawah.

Although it is certain, that the chief present object is to improve

and extend the agriculture of Naning, still its mineral resources

should not be neglected.

At Bukit Bertam, gold was formerly procured, and considerable

quantities of tin are known to exist throughout the district, particu-
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larly at Bukit Kukusan, Siingi Bilu, Ulii Pondoi, and Sundi, near

Tabu. At the latter place, Mr. Westerhout has •opened a mine, of

the first produce of which I possess a very favorable specimen. There

is in fact hut little doubt that the mines in the vicinity of Malacca,

if scientifically worked by persons of some little capital and persever-

ance, would prove of much intrinsic value
; and otherwise benefit the

country, by attracting into it an enterprising and industrious popu-

lation.

The want of capital, and consequent haste to convert the produce

into cash, is the great drawback, not only to mining speculations, but

to the cultivation of pepper, and other spices, requiring still more time

before yielding any return to the cultivator.

Colonel Farquhar might perhaps have been a little too enthusi-

astic in affirming, that “ nature has been profusely bountiful to the

Malay peninsula, in bestowing on it a climate the most agreeable and

salubrious, a soil luxuriantly fertilized by numerous rivers, and the

face of the country diversified with hills and valleys, mountains and

plains, forming the most beautiful and interesting scenery that is pos-

sible for the imagination to figure,” &c. &c. But nothing could be

truer and better founded than his observation, viz, “ We have only

to lament that a more enterprising and industrious race of inhabitants

than the Malays should not have possessed this delightful region.”

II .—Description of Heavandoo Pholo, the Northern Atoll of the

Maidive Islands. By Lieut. T. Powell, I. N, Assistant Surveyor.

Plate XVIII.

Geographical site. The Atoll Heavandoo Pholo, or head of the Mal-

dives, situated upon the meridian of Bombay, and between the parallels

of 7° 7' and 6° 55', north latitude, consists of twenty-two islands, two

islets, and two sand-banks, besides several small shoals and two large

barrier reefs; the latter form the boundary of the Atoll to the S. W., W.,

and N. W., and along the outer age are dry at low-water spring-tides :

outside they are steep, having 50 and 60 fathoms close to them, and no

ground at 150 fathoms, at the distance of 300 yards.

The northern or principal barrier has 10 islands, and two small

islets on it : one of the latter, on its southern extremity, being close to

Heavandoo : these are all situated on the inner side of the reef, having

three or four, and in some places six fathoms water between them and

its outer edge, with small channels for boats between each, formed by

the natives having cleared away the coral rocks. Nearly in the centre

of the Atoll there are three small islands ; the eastern side is clear of
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shoals, with the exception of two small patches between Gullandoo and

Mooradoo ;
but on the western, there are several nearly dry, and some

sunken patches, having from 3 to 10 fathoms on them. The soundings

vary from 20 to 34 fathoms, the latter being the greatest depth of

water obtained.

Population. Of the twenty-two islands composing this Atoll, there

are only seven inhabited, viz. Heavandoo, Koorafooree, Katefooree,

Turracoon, Colligaum, Beeramerdoo, and Mooradoo. In the margin* I

have noted the number of inhabitants and boats upon each, by which it

will be seen, that the population, including men, women, and children,

does not exceed 7 60 individuals. The boats are all employed in fishing

:

the trade between this Atoll and Tilla Dow Madow, whence they are

supplied with such articles as they require, being carried on in those

of the latter.

The islands are so similar in form and natural productions, that

it would be a waste of time to describe them separately. I shall there-

fore give a sketch of Heavandoo, the island of greatest importance in

this group ; not so much on account of its size, as from its being the

residence of the Sultan’s Vizier when he visits the Atoll. It is of a trian-

gular form, about one mile in length, and is composed of coral, eleva-

ted about 1 2 feet above the level of the sea. The western side is

thickly covered with cocoanut and bread-fruit trees ; and the northern

and eastern, with thick brush wood : the interior, which is 3 or 4 feet

lower than the sides, has been cleared by the inhabitants for the pur-

pose of cultivating a small grain called Bimbf. The supply, however,

which with the exception of a few sweet potatoes, pumpions, and limes,

forming the only vegetable production of the island, is not sufficient for

their support. The village, consisting of about 50 huts and 150 in-

habitants, stands on the S. W. side. The huts, surrounded by spaci-

ous inclosures, are in general constructed of a frame-work of

the wood of the cocoanut tree, the interstices filled up with leaves

stitched together, and the roof neatly thatched with the same material.

In the vicinity there are good paths intersecting the island in different

directions, which, being kept remarkably clean by the women, form

* Island. Population. No. of Boats.

Heavandoo, 150 6

Koorafooree, 160 5

Katefooree, 70 3

Turracoon, 50 3

Colligaum 150 4

Beeramerdoo, 30 3

Mooradoo, 150 5
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pleasant walks, shaded from the sun bv the thick foliage of the cocoa-

nut and other trees. Like the natives of the other Atolls they gain their

livelihood by fishing. Cocoanuts, and the fish called by them Goom-le-

mus (Boneta), which are caught in great quantities, form their princi-

pal food : rice, being imported, is very scarce, and only procurable by

the better class of inhabitants. Fresh water is plentiful, wells having

been dug in almost every quarter of the island
;
but the best is procured

from those situated in the burying ground. Fowls are abundant on all

the islands, but not easily procured, being remarkably wild and difficult

to catch, and the natives too indolent to take the trouble necessary to

secure them. Money, for which they have little use, will not fetch its

full value ; rice, tobacco, and betel-nuts being the best medium of

barter. •

WEATHER.

October. The winds moderate and variable from W. S. W. to

N. with cool, pleasant weather, and occasional hard squalls, accom-

panied by heavy showers of rain.

November. Light breezes from N. N. E. to N. N. W., and occasional

squalls from the eastward, until the 22nd, when dark, cloudy tempes-

tuous weather and incessant rain set in from the W. N. W. On the

27th, it cleared up, and continued fine for the remainder of the month.

December. Moderate breezes generally from E. N. E., with plea-

sant clear weather, occasionally from E. S. E., with squalls and rain.

During these three months, the mean temperature of the atmos-

phere ranged from 80° to 84°, frequently decreasing in the squalls to

78°.

The tides are extremely irregular, and at all times influenced by the

prevailing winds and currents.

During the strong westerly breezes, the flood set to the eastward, and

continued to run for the greater part of the day ; but when they mo-
derated, the ebb, in like manner, set to the westward, the water falling

6 or 7 inches lower than I had ever seen it before even on the

springs.

In moderate weather, when the tides flow with somewhat greater

regularity, the ebb always runs an hour and a half longer than the flood.

The rise and fall of water is then about five feet, and the velocity

about a mile and a half per hour.

In October, November, and December, the current to the westward

of the Atoll set to the southward, at the rate of 36 miles per day : the

natives say, that it commences about the middle of September, and
continues to the end of December, when the easterly winds set in,

then turns to the westward, and runs in that direction until April,

s a
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Of this group, I conceive Heawandoo Island is better adapted than any

other for a coal depot : it lies nearly in a direct line between Point de

Galle and Socotra, at about one-third of the whole distance from the

former place, is easy of access in every direction, and possesses safe

anchorages for ships and steamers iu all seasons. During the S. W.
monsoon, a vessel could anchor on the east side of the island between

it and a small reef, dry at low-water; in the N. E. monsoon, the best

anchorage is in the channel between the island and the south barrier

reef in 16 or 17 fathoms, sand and rocks. Opposite both these ancho-

rages, there are good landing places for boats, which are procurable in

sufficient numbers, and may easily be made available for the landing or

shipment of coals, &c. The natives, who are civil and peaceable, might

I think, be induced to work for a small hire, such as rice, tobacco, &c.

or any other remuneration they might consider adequate.

In approaching Heawandoo Pholo Atoll, from the eastward, a vessel

ought to sight Kilah, the northernmost Island of the Tilla Doo Matte

Atoll, and then steer across the channel to Heawandoo Island, passing

close to Gullandoo, to avoid the small patches between it and Moor-

doo.

III.

—

Examination of a Mummy Head, supposed to be brouyht from
Egypt by Lieut. Archbold. By Dr. George Evans.

[la a letter to the Secy., read before the Asiatic Society, July 1, 1835.]

[The mummy preparations, to which the following note refers, were presented

at the meeting of the Asiatic Society, the 3rd Sept. 1834. There were two

wrappers, supposed to contain the sacred Ibis : one of these was opened in the pre-

sence of Drs. Grant, Pearson, Bramlet, and Evans. The head, being in a

decayed state, was, after taking a sketch, to shew the mode of dressing the hair,

given to Dr. Evans, who himself kindly undertook to clean it as an osteological

specimen for the Society’s museum.

—

Ed.]

In returning these relics of antiquity, I have again to offer an apology

for having detained them so long in my possession ; they are at length

put up as preparations, and as such will, no doubt, remain many years

in a good state of preservation.

In my examination of the smaller, I have so far succeeded as to

shew satisfactorily that four birds are embodied in the mass we sup-

posed to be the mummy of the sacred Ibis. "With the aid of the marks

I have made, you will be able to distinguish eight distinct feet, with

their toes and claws, severally attached
; also three heads : the fourth,

I take for granted, is there also, and seated below the parts already

exposed, but the crumbling and decayed state of the mummy renders
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its display somewhat difficult, and any attempt to bring it into view
would, I fear, endanger the spoiling of the preparation. I therefore

thought it best to leave it unexplored. What description of birds they

are, it is difficult to say ; the form of the heads and mandibles would

lead me to pronounce them Plovers, but for the toe at the back of

the foot, which is altogether wanting in the genus Charadrius

;

it is

therefore not improbable they belong either to the Rail or Tringa fami-

ly. Whatever theyare, it is evident they must have been enclosed when
very young, and barely fledged ; for I can detect no quill feathers or

traces of any having been attached to the wings, although the smaller

feathers are closely matted together, and distinct enough. What further

tends to confirm this opinion is, the great disproportion of the bones of

the wings to those of the legs and other parts of the body—a discre-

pancy common to all young birds before they attain the power of flight.

I am consequently disposed to consider them as nestlings, and think

it not unlikely that a variety of birds, besides the Ibis Reliyiosa, might

have been deified by the ancient Egyptians.

In detaching the birds from the enveloping bituminous matter, I met

with a seed of the common castor oil plant, apparently in a good state

of preservation. As it is a curious circumstance, I have enclosed it in

a small phial along with the fragments of Beetles you sent for my in-

spection : these latter appear to be portions of a small kind of common
locusts ; elytra of some kind of Bvprestis, and pieces of a species of

carabus

;

but in their mutilated condition it is impossible to identify

any of them with existing specimens.

The head is that of a female, rather below the ordinary stature of

women, and I should say about 20 or 22 years of age, judging from the

best criterion, the teeth, and the little attrition they seem generally to

have undergone. The dentes sapientise in both jaws are only partially

advanced, which with the profusion and colour of the hair, and the tiara

kind of form it is drest in, I think are sufficiently indicative of

youthfulness. The lineaments of the face must have been small,

compressed laterally, and much sunken below the eyes, for the sinu-

osities beneath the orbits are remarkably deep, and the malar bones

very angular and projecting. The forehead is low, and though

straight for its extent is by no means ample, giving a facial angle of

about 78°, indicating no extraordinary development of the intellectual

and reflecting faculties, and an approach to what Camper would call

the minimum of comeliness ; but the angle is evidently diminished by

the great protrusion of the upper maxilla, from the nasal spine, of

which the measurement is made in taking the facial line,

s s 2
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The nasal aperture is wide and capacious, and nearly circular, owing

it would seem to the very divergent state or distance of the nasal pro-

cesses of the superior maxillae from each other; the separation being to

the full extent of an inch, which is an unusual widtli for so small a

skull. Nasal bones large and prominent, with a good bridge-like con-

vexity. The styloid processes, which in a full grown male adult have

often only a ligamentous connection to the temporal bones, have here

an ossific union, and are withal unusually long and firm, considering

the age and sex of the individual. The great foramen at the base of

the skull is elongated from before backwards, and would seem to cor-

respond with the compressed sides of the head, and projecting state of

the occipital bone, on which the organs of amativeness and philopro-

genitiveness are rather fully developed.

The only marked peculiarity observable in the lower jaw is the re-

cedent chin, which being on a contrary inclination to the facial line, is

a further departure from the Grecian ideal model of beauty, while it

is a strong characteristic mark of Ethiopian descent.

The vomer or bone forming the partition of the nose was found loose

in the cranial vault, and there is little doubt, must have been forced

there at the time of embalmment, when the ethmoid bone was broken

down, to allow of the removal of the brain and contents of the skull,

which, it is evident, could only have been disposed of through the

chamber of the nose.

In my examination of this head, it appears to me, that theleading cha-

racters of the Caucasian variety of the human race (under which both

ancient and modern Egyptian are included) in this individual instance

are far from being prominent, or distinct
; and as some of the peculiar

traits that characterize the Ethiopian formation, (taking it in its wide

extended sense,) on the other hand, are most conspicuous, it is not un-

likely that the subject of comparison may be of mixed origin, and pro-

bably of Egyptian and Abyssinian descent.

IV .—Memorandum on the Foetus of the Squalus Maximus. By
Dr. J. T. Pearson, Curator.

This specimen of the foetus of a shark having been sent to me by

Mr. J. C. Wilson, I have put it up in spirits, and have now the pleasure

of presenting it, in his name, to the Asiatic Society.

The species appears to be the Squalus Maximus of Linnaeus ; and

Mr. Wilson states in his note that “ a shark of 11 feet in length was
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caught by the Middies of the Hashemy on her last voyage here : on

being cut open, there were no less than 43 youngsters disclosed to

view, all alive and frisky. Two of them were embalmed in the way

you see by Mr. Dawson one of the middies, and by him presented to

me. It was the opinion of those on board, from the appearance of

the young folks, that they must have been occasional visiters of the

salt ocean, and had only retired to rest when discovered.”

Upon this latter point it may be remarked, that setting aside the

impossibility of such a thing on other accounts, the specimen is, so far

as a mere external examination can decide, in the foetal state
; and,

consequently, unfitted for a residence for any time, however short, in

the water. Nor is such an idea in accordance with what we know

of the ovoviviparous fishes, being able to seek for nourishment them-

selves, and altogether independent of their mother, immediately

upon their being ejected from the womb.

June 3, 1835.

V .—Result of the Observations made on the Tides at Madras, from the

31$£ May, to the 10th October, 1821, by means of a Tide-guage fixed

near the north-east angle of the Fort.

Phases and Age of

the Moon.
Time of

High-water.

Surface of the Water below
Guage mark.

the Difference

between
high and

low water.At H. W. At L. W. Mean level.

h. m. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

Full and Change. 8 58 5 31 7 ii 6 n 2 74
2nd — Kith, 9 26 5 n 8 i 6 2 114
3rd — 17th, .. 10 0 4 n 7 84 6 24 3 li
4th — 18tn, .. 10 30 4 94 8 34 6 64 3 54
5th— 19 th, .. 11 0 4 104 8 14 6 5! 3 24
6th — 20t.h, .

.

11 42 4 114 8 2 6 Cl 3 24
7th — 21st, .. 12 12 5 34 7 H4 6 7f 2 84
8th — 22nd, .

.

12 30 5 44 7 94 6 7 2 5

9th — 23rd, .

.

1 21 6 14 8 0 7 04 1 104
10th— 24th, .. 3 6 6 4$ 8 0 7 24 1 74

11th — 25th, .

.

4 45 6 6 8 3 7 44 1 9

12th— 26th, 5 24 6 7 8 5t 7 64 1 io4

13th— 27th, .. 6 25 6 44 8 44 7 44 2 0
14th— 28th, .. 7 11 5 11 8 04 6 114 2 1

29th, .. 7 37 5 84 8 04 6 10| 2 4

Average mean level and lift, . 5 64 8 1 6 10 2 6|

The Madras Herald of the 3rd June, 1835, whence the above table

is extracted, remarks ; that “ until the 29th of July, the observations
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were frequently interrupted
; but that after that date, they were made

daily, at every tide, in every 24 hours : and as there appears some
difference in the results obtained from the subsequent period, they are

given in the following statement.”

Circumstances of the Tides from 29th July to 10 th October, 1821, both inclusive .

Age of the Moon.
Time of High

Water.

Surface of the Water below
Gauge mark.

the Difference
between high
and low water
mark

.

H. w. L. W. Mean.

h. m. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

Full and Change. 8 54 5 4i 8 4* 6 104 2 n4
2nd — 16th,.. 9 24 5 Oi 8 4* 6 84 3 34
3rd — 17th,.. 9 54 4 8 3 6 n 3 34
4th — 18th,.. 10 24 5 Os 8 2 6 7 3
5 th — 19th,.. 11 0 4 10* 8 1 6 H 3 24
6th — 20th,.. 1

1

42 4 8 2 6 6i 3 24
7th — 21st,.

.

12 12 5 3* 7 114 6 n 3 84
8th — 22nd,.

.

12 50 5 4* 7 6 7 2 5

9th — 23rd,.. 1 21 6 of 8 04 7 Of 2 0*
10th — 24th,.. 3 6 6 4* 8 if 7 3 i 8®
11th — 25th,. .

4 24 6 6 8 4 7 5 i 10

12th — 26th,.. 5 24 6 7 8 5* 7 64 1 10i
13th — 27th,.. 6 IS 6 4 8 4f 7 44 2 Of
14th — 28th,.. 6 48 5 10* 8 24 7 Of 2 4f

29th,.

.

7 37 5 5 8 I* 6 9i 2 84

Average level and lift, 5 6§ 8 24 6 io4 2 74

“ Although this statement appears less anomalous than the last, in

some respects, it is not so in all; and as the other has the advantage

of including the period of the long shore winds and strong southerly

currents, it is a better average for the whole season than the last.”

[Note .—It would have been more satisfactory if the state of the moon’s decli-

nation, parallax, &c. had been attended to in the period selected for the above

observations. Still, however, the table will be useful, as a reply tanli to the

desiderata of the Rev. Professor Wheweu, regarding tides on our Indian coasts,

which was published in the first volume of the Journal. We wish we had similar

information from other points on the coast, and especially from the other side

of the Bay ;
and we cannot let the present opportunity pass of bringing the sub-

ject to the notice of our friends at Chittagaon, Ramri, Moulmein, Penang, and

Malacca. A single period of a complete lunation, carefully observed as to the

direction, velocity, rise, and precise time of the day, and night tides, noting also

the time of the moon’s meridional passage, would be useful, and would cost but

little trouble. All who have seen Professor Whewell’s laborious map of the tidal

wave, traced in its course over the whole surface of the globe, in the last volume

of the Transactions of the Royal Society, would, we are confident, willingly con-

tribute to the perfection of so interesting and useful a problem.—Ed.]
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VI .—Further Notes and Drawings of Bactrian and Indo-Scythic Coins.

By James Prinsep, Secy., fyc.

Various causes have prevented the continuance of my imperfect notes

on the numerous and highly curious coins which have passed under

my inspection, since I last ventured my observations on the Kanerkos

and Kadphises group, as connected with the Manikyala Tope. Want

of leisure to attempt the engraving of so many plates, and the desire

to profit bv a farther collection, of which I had received notice from

Shekh Keramat Ali', hut which has not yet reached me, were among

the principal causes of my dilatoriness. Some little deference however

was also due to many of my subscribers, who complained, that I was

deluging them with old coins ! Having at length found time to en-

grave the first six plates of my proposed series, in elucidation of the

principal new coins of Dr. Gerard’s, Keramat Al’i's, and Gen. Ven-

tura's splendid discoveries, I cannot refrain from putting on record

the little I have to say regarding them ; the rather as we may soon ex-

pect to hear from Paris of the reception General Ventura’s collection

has met from the savans of that city, many of them so eminent for

this branch of enquiry ; and we are, on the other hand, expecting a fresh

memoir from Mr. Masson, which might anticipate some of the disco-

veries I would fain claim for myself, in this fair and highly interesting

game of antiquarian research ! Little indeed can I claim as my own,

save the labour of classifying the coins, as they have come down at suc-

cessive intervals—two or three hundred from Kera'mat Ali, forwarded

through Captain Wade
;
then as many more from the late Doctor

Gerard*, brought down by Mohan Lal, who assisted him in procur-

ing them ; and lastly, the rich spoils entrusted by Gen. Ventura to the

Chevalier Allard for conveyance to Paris. The careful examination

of the whole has brought to light the names of several princes un-

known to history, and some few not included in the very curious and

novel list of Mr. Masson, published in the 3rd vol. of this Journal. It

has also enabled me to appropriate to their right owners many of the

coins of Lieut. Burnes and other collectors, engraved in former

plates : further, it has furnished me a clue to the Bactrian form (if we
may so call it) of the Pehlevf character, which is found on the reverse

of many of these coins ; and lastly, it has lain open a perfect link and

connection between what we have hitherto called the Indo Scythic

* The death of this zealous and indefatigable traveller has not yet been record-

ed in these pages. I trust that his brothers, whose labours have always been

equally prominent in the cause of science, will favour me with the materials for a

worthy obituary of their lamented brother.
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coins, with corrupted Greek inscriptions, and the Hindu coins attributed

with reasonable certainty to the Kanouj dynasties, immediately ante-

rior to theMahomedan irruptions of the 1 1th century. In a few more

years we shall doubtless have the whole series, from the time of Alex-

ander downwards, fully developed :—at present in these detached

notices we can expect to do no more than hazard fresh conjectures,

and wipe out former errors as we advance.

There are but few authors to assist us in our task, and the passages

from them have been so often repeated, that it will be unnecessary

again to quote. Neither Bayer’s work nor the Baron de Sacy’s are in

our library : but, I have to thank Professor Wilson for kindly sending

me sketches made bv himself of theBactrian coins, depicted in the former

author, and in Sestini and Visconti, several of which I am able to

recognize. Of individual friends, who have favored me with their aid

in furnishing specimens and information, I cannot omit mentioning

Captain C. M. Wade, Dr. Swiney, and Col. Stacy* : the ser-

vices of the latter numismatologist will be more fully appreciated

when we come to talk of Hindu coins. In Bactrian, the field is of

course less open to collectors on this side the Satlej
;

yet not a few

very fine coins have been picked up even within the limits so success-

fullv run over by Col. Tod himself.

The coins of the two first princes of Bactria, by name Theodotus

the I. and II. are yet unknown
;
perhaps they never struck money, but

were content with the Syrian currency then prevalent. With Eu-

tuydemus begius our collection—a purely Grecian coinage, bearing

only Greek inscriptions, and, as far as hitherto known, all of silver. The

coins of Demetrius are more rare, but equally beautiful with those of

his predecessor, and supposed father. Heliocles, the prince intro-

duced on the authority of Visconti, will, I think, turn out to be our

Agathocles. With Menander begins the system of native legends

on the reverse, which is followed up without intermission throughout

the whole series to the barbarous Kadphises. Some only of the coins

of Eucratides have a Pehlevi legend, as will be hereafter explained.

As the majority of the coins now to be introduced have these native

legends on the reverse, it will better enable us to describe them if we
begin by explaining what we have been able to make of the alpha-

bet of this native language; which, from its marked difference from

other types of the same character, I have ventured to term Bactrian-

Pehlevi.

* Of Indian coins, my list of donors would be considerably swelled; but it would
be too like ostentation to enumerate them in this place.
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Mr. Masson first pointed out in a note addressed to myself, through
the late Dr. Gerard, the Pehlevi signs, which he had found to stand

for tlie words Menandrou, Apotlodotou, Ermaiou, Basileos, and Soteros.

When a supply of coins came into my own hands, sufficiently legible to

pursue the inquiry, I soon verified the accuracy of his observation ;

found the same signs, with slight variation, constantly to recur;

and extended the series of words thus authenticated, to the names of

twelve kings, and to six titles or epithets. It immediately struck me
that if the genuine Greek names were faithfully expressed in the un-
known character, a clue would through them be formed to unravel

the value of a portion of the Alphabet, which might in its turn be
applied to the translated epithets and titles, and thus lead to a know-
ledge of the language employed. Incompetent as I felt myself to

this investigation, it was too seductive not to lead me to an humble
attempt at its solution.

In Plate XX. are contained the whole of these corresponding legends,

Greek and Pehlevi, collated from a very numerous collection, and

deemed to be of sufficient authenticity to be assumed as the data of this

inquiry. At the risk of being thought tedious, I will proceed to detail,

letter by letter, the authority upon which each member of the new
alphabet is supported.

1. 9, a. No less than four names, viz. Apollodotus, Antimachus, Anti-

lakides and Azos, commence with the Greek alpha, which in all four

cases is represented by the Pehlevi character 9. To this, therefore,

there can be no reasonable hesitation in ascribing the value of the

initial a or alif, although it will be seen presently, that there is another

a more conformable with the ordinary Pehlevi a. It must be remarked

that the present letter only occurs at the beginning of words.

2. *>*, e. Two names, jErmaios and Eucratides, begin with the epsilon ,

and are found in the Pehlevi to have equally the initial V ; this, on

consideration, may be a variation of the initial vowel above given,

to endue it with the sound of e. Another form of the same letter %
occurs in one or two cases, expressing u ;

but the examples of these

being too few to inspire certainty, I merely throw out the remark as a

conjecture of analogy with the application of the initial alif ofthe Persian.

3. T», o. The next circumstance of note is, that every word, without

any exception, ends in the letter “P, sometimes written T. The latter

may perhaps be called the finished or capital character, bearing an

analogy to the Devanagari letter, which is completed by a stroke on

the top, as this is by one below : for we shall find that most of the

other letters admit of the same addition. *P, then, I have supposed to

represent the terminal ,1 * of the Hebrew ; or the short omicron of

T T
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the Greek, chiefly because I find upon the later series of coins hearing

native words in Greek characters, which I described in my last

Essay, (Journal, III. p. 436;) that every word there ended in o;

and, as I then remarked, M . Burnouf explains that sound, in the Zend,

to be the constant representative of the masculine nominative termi-

nation of the Sanscrit as, or Greek os.* The letter "P never occurs in

the middle of a word, as far at least as my experience proves. Some

resemblance exists between it and the Zend o ;
but no letter in the

known Pehlevi alphabets can be compared with it.

4. u or ¥, m. Of this letter we have three examples ; one initial

in Menandrou

;

two medial, in Ermaiou and Antimachou there can be

no doubt therefore of its being equivalent to m ; although it differs

essentially from all the recognized forms of this letter in the Pehlevi

alphabets of sculptures and coins. It should be remarked, however,

that in the case of Menandrou, it is affected with a vowel mark, vp ;

which, for reasons afterwards to be brought forward, I suppose to be

the short i or kasr. Sometimes a dot is seen under this letter, which

may have the power of some other vowel, probably the short a.

5. A, z, j, or y. This letter occurs in Azou, 'Pa9, and in Ermaiou

TauvT)1

: wherein it represents the sound of z and of y. It is analo-

gous therefore to the Sanscrit *?, which is pronounced both as j and y.

The Greek and the Hebrew have only the letter z for the former

sound. Nothing like this letter is found in the other Pehlevi alphabets,

in the same position.

6. f
1

, p. Of this character, two examples are found ; one in Apollo -

dotou, ; the other in Philoxenou, 'Prh'+I I* where it probably

stands in lieu of the aspirated p.

7. £, n. Of this letter we find instances in Menandrou,

(Minano P) and in the example of Philoxenou last cited. There are

others less decided, and some uncertainty prevails through the appa-

rent substitution occasionally of an l for an n. The Pehlevi alphabet

of sculptures has nearly the same form of n.

8. *1, ‘l, 1, P, “l, oo. In the Chaldaic, and its derivative alphabets,

so much similitude exists between the characters representing k, b, d,

and r, that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish them. On the

earlier and more perfect coins before us, this difficulty is increased

much by the circumstance of the dies having been cut by Greek artists,

who were in all probability ignorant of the Pehlevi tongue, and who
therefore must have copied carelessly from imperfect samples furnished

* “ Dans les anciens manuscrits Zend, 6 final reprdsente la syllable Sanscrite

as, comme en Pdli et en Pr&crit l’o long se trouve d’ ordinaire k la fin d’un

mot.”— Obs. sur la gramm. de Bopp, par M. Eug. Burnouf,
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by their native underlings. We have in our own copper coinage, similar

and notorious examples of the Nagarf character so badly executed, that

few even in the present day could certify the letters intended. In the

more recent coins, and in proportion as the Greek deteriorates, the

Pehlevf improves ; and our best examples are derived from the coins of

the unknown AZOS. Guided by these, rather than by the strict

analogy of the Chaldaic, I would venture to appropriate "1 to k;

and f> to d

;

'I and oo to r. As far however as examples go, 1 or 1
seems to stand indifferently for the two former, and for t likewise !

Thus in the two last syllables of Eucratidou, we find 'P'l+I. . (. . tido ?)

In the same of Apollodotou, we have and . (dato ?) In

Antila-liidou . , the place of k is assumed by a letter, different

from any hitherto found as such, and more like that we have on

slender grounds set down as an s. 'll may be the k affected by a vowel

mark, or with an r, as it occurs also in Eucratidou.

It is only on convention, therefore, that I shall in future reserve

8. “1, for k (and perhaps g).

9. ‘I or for d (sometimes misused for t ?).

10. T or vi for r.

The same confusion will be perceived in the uppermost of the

Nakshi-Rustam inscriptions in Ker Porter’s Travels, the most faithful

representation of those antiquities which we possess. Many reasons

would induce me to suppose this alphabet to be the same as ours,

the k, l, d, and r are so nearly allied ; but the m forbids their union.

11. 1 and 'i, l. Here again is a perplexing case : the latter occupies

the place of l, in Apollodotou, Lysiou, Azilisou, Antilalddou : but the

former occurs in the word for
1 king’ 'PiL'I'lo (malakdoj passim. It

might be an h, and the latter word ‘P'TVl'J {mahardo)

;

but of this

we shall have to say more anon : at present I am constrained to

preserve both forms under the head of l.

12. If,/. This letter occurs on no coins but those hearing on the

reverse the Greek y; as Kadphises, Pherros, &c. It resembles consi-

derably the common Pehlevf form of p, and is only seen on the latest

groups of coins ; but it is common on the inscriptions of the cylinders

found in the topes by Chev. Ventura and M. Court, and has there

frequently a foot stroke, straight or curved, as in the ¥ above noted.

13. a, pi Whether this letter (a), which appears only on the latter

coins of our series, in connections yet unread, be a mis-shapen variety

of the /, is hard to say. It is precisely the p of the known Pehlevf,

and if inverted, forms the m of the same alphabet.

14. T s. This letter rests on slight foundation ; namely, the penul-

timate of Azilisou ‘P^T+1A9 (aziliso). It is however very similar to the

Arabico-Persic-Pehlevf s on the Sassanian eoins, given in the table of

t t 2
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alphabets in Lichtenstein’s Tentamen Palceographice Assyria -pernc<z.

15. N and H., a. This letter has so strong a likeness to the Hebrew

y ain
,
that I have been tempted at once to assign to it the sound of

broad a, without any positive example in any of the Greek names of

princes to warrant it. Indeed, the ain being unknown in the Greek,

it could not naturally express any member of that alphabet in the

names of Greek princes, which may account for its absence there; but

in the native words, its use is almost constant, and it frequently pre-

cedes *P, forming the diphthong tro so prevalent in Zend words. It is

moreover identical in form with the a of the sculptured Pehlevi inscrip-

tions in Persia. No instance occurs of its beginning a word.

Several other letters are met with, for which counterparts in Greek

cannot be so easily assigned. Some seem to he mere variations of form ;

but the knowledge of them will be essential before the writing on the

cylinders can be decyphered.

16.
^
seems to terminate words, and may therefore he equivalent to T.

On the coin PI. XX. No. 32, the combination occurs, which bears

a strong resemblance to the word malak, as written in the ordinary form

of Pehlevi ; but if two languages were exhibited on one coin, the dis-

tinction would have been more marked.

17. I, in some cases seems a badly written *1
: in others it takes the

place of £, n

;

as in 'Ptiui minano. In some examples it would be best

explained as a vowel, as in the first syllable of Eucratidou . . IT, also

found written. ... IT ; and both these forms approach that of the

Pehlevi vowels e and u.

18. Ss. This letter may naturally be supposed to be a variation in

writing of % which I have imagined to be the letter h, or d, affected

with the vowel mark i

;

but so many examples may be shewn in which

they represent t or ti, that perhaps both forms should be properly

given to that letter.

19. f. This letter constantly occurs on the Pherrou coins, and on

them only. It may be the inverted
; but as the form P also occurs

once on the coins, and very frequently on the cylinders, it can hardly

be denied a distinct existence. I have no authority for its value.

20. S. This letter is found representing the Greek % in Antimachou ;

it has a considerable likeness to the ch of the common Pehlevi.

21. Ji. The curve at the lower end of the second stroke of this letter

alone distinguishes it from the f1 , orp ;
on the cylinders it generally has

thecurve : the tailis there extended below the line, and sometimeslooped.

22. Tt, may be a variation of the supposed s, T" ; or it maybe
the k affected by a vowel mark : it is a common letter on the cylinders.

Sometimes the hook is introduced on the opposite side of the stem,

thus , and this form may be a different vowel affection of the “l or k.
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23. +K This mark, which wears rather the look of an ornament, is

found on the coins having Hercules for the reverse, and only on them.

I should not have included it among the letters, had it not so closely

resembled the Arabico- Persic form of a, depicted in Lichtenstein’s

table. He there states it to belong to the Sassanian coins, but I have

not remarked it oil any that I have examined, either in books or

cabinets.

24. n. This letter may be a variety of A, or it may be a distinct

letter. On the cylinders it has a tall stroke in the centre, fa ;
taking

the appearance of an inverted trident. I should have been inclined

to pronounce it zi or ji, had I not already appropriated A to this

syllabic form.

I need not say that all the above explanations are open to correc-

tion ; and I fully expect before the end of the year, that the learned

members of the Asiatic Society of Paris, who have now before their

eyes the coins whence most of my data have been derived, with all

that I had ventured to guess upon them communicated by letter, will

have developed the whole alphabet, with an accuracy not to be attain-

ed, except through a previous knowledge of the ancient languages of

Parthia, and Ariana.

The only types of the Pehlevi character, with which we can institute

a comparison of the above alphabet, are those derived from the imper-

fectly decyphered coins of the Sassanian dynasty of Persian monarchs ;

and the inscriptions on the sculptures at Nalcshi- Rustam, Nakshi-

Rajab, and the Takhti-bostdn. These are attributed to the same period,

on the certain authority of the names of Babec, his son Ardashir, and

grandson Shapur, found not only in the Pehlevi, but also in the Greek

version, which fortunately accompanies some of the inscriptions.

The Baron de Sacy, to whose Memoires sur les Antiquitds de Perse, the

learned world was indebted for the restoration of these valuable monu-

ments of antiquity, was only able to deal with one form of the Pehlevi,

namely, that situated below the Greek (see Ker Porter, II. 552) : for

the inscriptions are generally trilingual
;
the version above the Greek

being more rude than the other, and having a striking resemblance

to the Chalduic. Ker Porter transcribes one or two portions of the

upper inscriptions in Hebrew ; and informs us, that De Sacy always

found this character had the same meaning as the Hebrew, when

transcribed letter for letter. This author has given in Plate XV. vol. i.

of his Travels, a fine facsimile in the two languages of the Nakshi-

Rustam text, which had not been decyphered at the time of the publi-

cation of his work. A considerable portion of the members of our

alphabet exist precisely in the right hand version of this transcript
;
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such as 9, it, T, *1, ”9, f
1

, u, S, Hs, &c. : but for want of a perfect alpha-

bet, or of a Roman version of the inscription, no comparison can yet

be made. The learned Lichtenstein, in his dissertation on the arrow-

headed character, has furnished a plate of all the varieties of Pehleviand

Zend, as known in his time, from the travels of Niebuhr, &c. By way

of exhibiting the analogy which exists between these and our new

character, I have carefully set them in comparison, in Plate XIX., tak-

ing Lichtenstein’s imperfect alphabet of what he designates the

Arabico-Persic Zend, as the only available one of this type. The Pehlevi

inscription alphabet I have taken from Ker Porter’s facsimiles ; and

the Pehlevi of coins from plates of coins in Marsden, Ker Porter,

Hyde, &c., and from actual coins : but in most of the latter that I

have seen, the letters are so very indistinctly formed, that it is quite

impossible to read them ; and, indeed, most of the attempts hitherto

made have failed to pass the common titles :—the names are very ob-

scure. A reflection here forces itself, that if the coins of theSassanian

court were so illegible, we need not be surprised at equal or

greater difficulties attending those of the Bactrian princes.

In the 6th column I have inserted, at random, such of the letters on

the cylinders, as approach in appearance to the coin types. No reli-

ance however must be placed on this allocation, until a reading has

been effected of some portion. It is only intended to shew, that the

characters of the cylinders and coins are identical in their nature.

In the last column I have added the Zend alphabet, as restored with

so much ability by M. Burnouf. It has a few points of accord-

ance with the Pehlevi; but the genius of it follows rather the Sanscrit

type ;
and the constant expression of the vowels, long and short,

distinguishes it essentially from the alphabets of Semitic origin.

Having thus completed our survey of the characters found on the

Bactrian coins, and on the curious inscriptions extracted from the

topes, (in which latter however we must expect to find such deviations

from kaligraphy as a written text naturally exhibits,) let us now apply

our uncertain knowledge, with circumspection, to the various names

and titles on the coins themselves, and see how they may be read in

Roman characters.

Plate XX. contains them all arranged—first, according to the full

inscriptions ; secondly, the names and titles separated. From what

has been said above, I would venture thus to express the names of the

Greek sovereigns in Roman letters.

Apollodotou, T’lMf'O Apaladado

Antilakidou, 'P’lTrH'r99 Atikalikado.

Antimachou, Atimacho.
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Azou, “Pa9 Ajo or Ayo.

Azilisou, 'PT'fiAl Ajiliso.

Eucratidou, Eukratido.

Ermaiou, “PAU^T1 Ermayo.

Menandrou ”P£i IP or TEEit; Minano or Midano.

Philoxenou, ‘P£ +Ml1 Palutino or Palakino.

Lysiou, , . T'h'h+l or PHsT+l Lisato, or Litato ?

Nonou 'P'lH'K Ulalido ?

Unadpherrou,. . . . "F'lE £ ‘P'K'hvilp Fareto nanado P

It must be confessed, that many of these are highly unsatisfactory,

especially the last three. The name of Kadphises is omitted, as being

still more indistinct.

Turning now to the titles and epithets, it does not seem difficult to

recognize the same appellation, for “ king,” and “ king of kings,” as is

read on the sculptured inscriptions at Nakshi-Rustam, and on the Sassa-

nian coins, TTlu malako, and "PTluTiiTlu malakao-malako (for mala -

kdn-malakdj . When another epithet is introduced, such as “ the great

king of kings,” it is found interposed between the words tnalakao and

malako, as 'P'l'lu ‘PHTlu. The same form of expression

exists in the Hebrew TlD^l rex maximus rex

Assyria. Every one will remark the close resemblance of this expression

with our text ;
as well as of the Pehlevi title of the Persian

sculptures, with ‘P'Tlu'PiL'I'lu ; the terminations only being different,

as might be expected in a different dialect. But, if the language of our

coins be Zend, the word melek, for king, should not be expected in it ;

especially when we afterwards find it replaced by rao and rao nano rao,

on the Kanerkos coins. It was this circumstance that led me to

imagine the reading might be mahardo ; but the combination maharao-

mahard is inadmissible, and overthrows the conjecture.

Pass we now on to the next title of most common occurrence,

'P'VI'1, or 'P'l‘1^1, snTHPOS, the Saviour. By our system this must be

rendered either rakako, radako, or radado. Now the first of these three

forms is precisely what might be expected to be the Zend reading of

the Sanscrit word raksaka, Saviour, and that alone is a strong

argument in favor of its adoption as the true reading of the term.

The title metaaOt BA2lAEfi2, first, we are told, assumed by Eucra-

tides, belongs to so many of his successors, that we have no difficulty

in finding the exact version of the term in the Pehlevi. There are,

however, decidedly two readings of it ;
one the other "PiLTin,

with the omission of the duplicated letter in the centre. The obvious

rendering of these two expressions would be kak-kao and kakdo. But

I find in M. Burnouf’s Commentaire, that the Zend word for

“ great,” is mas, from the Sanscrit mahd, to which our term has no
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resemblance whatever. It has most similarity to the Tartar appella-

tion khdkan, common to monarchs of Bactria in later davs ; and

it may not be unreasonable to assume this reading, until one more
plausible is discovered. At first I was inclined to read it ra-rao, in

conjunction with the preceding word mahardo, on the strength of the

expression before alluded to, of rao nano rao, on the Kanerkos coins

;

but in no example have I found the first letter replaced bv

The collocation of the letters is, again, exactly similar to those of the

Hebrew rabreba, maxiinus ; but for this reading we must

suppose it to be a b, which is contradicted by all other examples.

For ANiKHror, the unconquered, we find the terms dpatilo,

and 'P'l'l
l+U1 9 apalilako ; and for NiKH$OPOY, the conquest-bearing,

"P'TIa9, djalaho or djalado

;

of neither of these can I attempt a

solution, and the examples being few, we can not be very certain

of their correctness.

The inscription cut on the silver disc found in the casket of the

ManikyalaTope, (Vol. iii. PI. XXII. fig. 26,) maybe read T'"h'1£'"hTP<Jip

famaro kanadako ; the second word without any very great straining

might be conceived to be the native mode of writing Kanerko

;

and

if this interpretation be allowed, we may indeed look upon this tope as

the monument of that monarch.

The writing on the brass cylinder itself {fig. 20 b of the same

plate), which was from my ignorance inverted in the engraving, seems

to consist of the following Bactro-Pehlevi characters TPH 'Lbrf 5 //j

'pnnr'Ehf'-h"^ Pip, which in Roman letters would be kad '
’ malapo, far ’

kamana papako, the purport of which I must leave uninterpreted :

nor will I endeavour to forestal the ingenuity of others, by any crude

attempt to convert into Roman letters the longer inscriptions given by

Mr. Masson, from the Jelalabad cylinder, (Vol. iii. PI. XXII.), and by

M. Court, from the stone slab of another Manikyala tope (Vol. iii. PI.

XXXIII.). I have already remarked, that this latter inscription contains,

very legibly, in the second line, the word THTlu malakao, identical

with the royal designation so common upon the coins.

It is now indeed time to turn our attention to the coins themselves,

whence our data for the construction of the Bactro-Pehlevi alphabet

have been derived. Of these I need do little more than furnish a few

notes of reference to the accompanying six plates, in which I have

brought down the series of selected specimens from Euthvdemus to

Kadaphes Choranos, a name so nearly allied to Kadphises, that the latter

may be looked upon as its patronymic ;
while the title that follows

it (Choranos) coincides so closely with what has been already described

as existing on the rao nano rao group (vol. iii. p. 448), that it would

seem to form the link of connection between them and the coins which

bear Pehlevi legends on the reverse.
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Coins with Greek inscriptions only.

With Euthydemus of Magnesia, who conquered Theodotus II, B.C.

220, commences our present series : of his coinage I now possess a me-

dal in silver, procured bv Mohan Lal, for Dr. Gerard, near Kabul. It

is superior in execution to the fine coin taken home hv Lieut. Burnes.

The exterior surface is of a dark-grey, like that of chloride of silver.

PI. XXV. Jig. 1.

—

Euthydemus, silver tetradraclima, weight 240 grs.

Obverse. Head of the king in high relief.

Reverse. Hercules with his club, seated on clouds; inscription BASIAEflS

ET0TAHMOT.

Fig. 2.—A hemidrachma of Demetrius, silver, in the Ventura col-

lection
; a very beautiful coin, similar to one depicted in Sestini.

Obverse. Head of the king, with helmet shaped like an elephant’s skin and tusks.

Reverse. Hercules standing, inscription BA2IAEHS AHMHTPIOT.
Agathocles.

Fig. 3.—A silver coin of Agathocles, in the Ventura collection.

Obverse. A well-executed head, with the royal fillet : short curly hair.

Reverse. Jupiter standing, holding a small female figure, having apparently

a flambeau in either hand : on the sides BA2IAEH2 ArA©OKAEOT2, with a

peculiar monogram.

The general appearance of the head, and of the figure on the reverse,

resemble the unique coin of Heliocles which Mr. Wilson has sketched

for me from Visconti’s work. Should there have been any indistinct-

ness in the first two letters of the name on that coin, we may find

reason to erase Heliocles from the Bactrian monarchy, and to sub-

stitute Agathocles, of whom Mr. Masson has already made known

to us ten very peculiar copper coins, (Jour. III. PI. ix. fig. 17.) The

inscription in Pehlevi (?) on the reverse of those coins proves that

they belong to a Bactrian prince, and are not to be ascribed to Alexan-

der’s general of the same name, whc., is no where asserted to have

assumed the regal power. The name is common enough. It was in

revenge for a grievous insult offered to his family by one Agathocles,

prefect of the provinces beyond the Euphrates, under Antiochus

Theos, (B. C. 250,) that the Scythian Arsaces was roused to establish

independent dominion in Parthia. The same party may have followed

the example of assuming the title of king in some province of

Bactria. That the coin does not belong to Agathocles of Syracuse

I can now assert with confidence, having before me the most beau-

tiful plates of the coins of that sovereign, (whose name is always

written in the Doric genitive Agathocleos, or Agathocleios,) in the

* Tresor de Numismatique’, now under publication at Paris*.

* I discover in the same plate that the Greek coin (obverse ,
Minerva, and reverse

Pegasus), described by me in the second vol. of this Journal (PI. I. fig. 2) belongs

u u
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Mayus.

Fig. 4 .—One of two copper coins of Mayus, or Nayus? in the Ventara

collection.

Obverse. Head of an elephant, with proboscis elevated ;
a bell hanging round

the neck.

Reverse. The Caduceus of Mercury, on the sides of which the words BA2IAE-

H2 MAYOY, and a monogram composed of the letters M and I.

This is an entirely new name, nor can it be read as a Greek word

in its present shape, although the characters are perfectly distinct on

the coin, and the style of engraving corresponds with the early and

pure Greek types. There is no Pehlevi inscription. Could the third

letter be read as a gamma, the name MArOr might denote the union

of the office of chief priest of the Magi with that of king, and

the elephant’s head found on the coins of Menander and of Demetrius,

might enable us to appropriate the present medal to one or the other

of these princes.

Eucratides.

Figs. 5 to 10.—Coins of Eucratides the Great.

Fig. 5.—A silver tetradrachma, badly executed. Ventura.

Obverse. Head of the king, helmeted.

Reverse. Two Bactriao horsemen, (or Castor and Pollux, ^with wings on their

shoulders, and lances
;

the two first letters of the legend corrupt, PY2IAEJ12

METAAOT EYKPATAOY ;
monogram M.

Fig. 6.—A beautiful didrachma, of the same prince. Ventura.

Obverse. A neat head, without helmet ; bair bound with fillet.

Reverse. Two horsemen; inscription BA2IAEH2 ETKPATlAOY.

Fig. 7.—A very well preserved copper coin of the same prince, pre-

sented to me by Captain C. M. Wade.

Figs. 8, 9, and 10.—Three copper square coins of the same prince,

upon the reverse of which is seen, for the first time, the introduc-

tion of a Pehlevi legend. Several of the same coins are depicted in

Mr. Masson’s paper ; they all agree in having the inscription on

three sides only of the square ; the Pehlevi letters are as follows

:

'P'l
-+
lTi3'>

1 "PilTiPl TUl'lSi! The plates will shew the variation to

which the letters of the name are liable ; in Roman characters they

may be rendered malakao kdkdo eukratido.

The history of Eucratides is too well known to require repetition

lieref. Bayer fixes his ascent to the Bactrian throne in the year

to Hieron II. of Syracuse, 270—216 A. C. The coins in this new and splendid

monument of art are all engraved by the medal-ruler invented by Bate, from

originals in the museum of Paris, aud other great collections,

t See Journ. Vol. II. 409, and Maurice’s Modern Hindostan, I. 98.
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181 B. C. He was a cotemporary of Mithridates I. of Parthia, who
assisted him in repelling Demetrius, king of India

, as he is termed,

heyond the Indian frontier, and finally driving him from his throne at

the advanced age of 78 years. On the division of the conquered em-

pire, Mithridates had the provinces between the Hydaspes and Indus

assigned to him ; and Eucratides, all the remainder, east and south,

of his Indian possessions :
—

‘ all India’ is the term used, but it is

uncertain to what limit southward this expression should apply.

It has not yet been remarked by those who are curious in reconciling

the names of Indian legend and Grecian history, that the names

Eucratides and Vicramaditya hear a close resemblance both in sound

and in signification : while the epoch and the scene of their martial

exploits are nearly identical. The Hindu accounts of Vicramaditya

are not to be found in the regular Puianic histories, but only in sepa-

rate legends, such as the Vicrama Cheritra and others, mentioned

by Wilford, (As. Res. IX. 117,) all teeming with confusion, contra-

dictions, and absurdities in an extraordinary degree. The genealogical

tables of the solar and lunar lines contain no such name, neither

does it occur among the few notices of embassies to and from India to

Syria and Rome, in the authors of the westj. Eucratides’ empire was

so extended and matured that he assumed the title of fieya\os:

thus the peaceful coin, fig. 6, was doubtless struck before his expedi-

tions ;
those with the armed head, and the addition of “ the great,”

after his return: anditis remarkable that the latter onlv have a Pehlevf

legend on the reverse, being intended for circulation perhaps in his more

southern provinces, or imitating in this respect the coins of Menan-
der, whose reign in India had been so glorious. If the date assigned

by Bayer (146 B. C.) to Eucratides’ death, be thought too far remov-

ed from the commencement of the Sarnvat era of Vicrama'ditya

(56 B. C.), it may be argued, that as Eucratides is acknowledged to

be the last but one of the regular Bactrian kings, all the new names

recently discovered

—

Agathocles, Mayus, Philoxenus, Antimachus,

&c. must find their places before him in the list, which may easily

bring down his date even a century.

The analogy between the Bactrian and the Indian heroes is, it

must be confessed, of very slender texture, just enough to be hazard-

ed as a web of speculation, which more skilful antiquarians may in-

dulge their ingenuity in spinning out, or brushing aside as visionary.

J The embassy of “ Porus’’ to Augustus must have been immediately

after Vicrama'ditya.—It is stated that his letters were written in the Greek

character. The Scythians were then pressing the country,

u u 2
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Kodus.

Figs. 11, 12, 13.—Three small silver coins, inserted in this plate,

because their inscriptions are entirely Greek, though they have no

other pretension to be counted with Bactrian coins. The appearance

of the head-dress in the third is rather Arsacidan, but the names and

titles are altogether novel and curious. I have selected the three

most legible from among several coins in my possession. The first two

are of Mohan La'l's, the third of Kera'mat Ali’s, collection. The

name of KflA02 is altogether unknown.

The heads on the obverse of all these coins seem to belong to

different persons ; the standing warrior on the reverse is alike in all,

and the inscriptions on the two first KljaOT MAKA.P PahoPOt.

On the third coin, the titles differ, and are illegible, but the name

KUIA. . .. is the same.

Plate XXVI. Menander.

Although Menander is well known to have preceded Eucratides

in date, I have preferred separating his coins from the genuine Bac-

trian group, and classifying them with those of Apollodotus, Antila-

kides, &c., as a distinct series, on account of the essential difference in

their stvle of execution. Their native legends, also, seem to denote a

different locality. Menander, before he came to the throne of Bactria

proper, had, it is supposed, formed an independent dominion in the

more southern provinces on the Indus. This may be the reason of

the deviation from the Syrian type of coin, so remarkably preserved

bv the earlier sovereigns of Bactria.

Figures 1, 2, 3, one silver and two copper coins of Menander.

pig. —A silver hemidrachma, weighing 37 grains, (one from Keramat Ali .

a duplicate from Dr. Gerard,) differing from those depicted in Masson’s plates,

and from Dr. Swtney's coin described in the Journal, vol. II. p. 406.

Obverse. Head facing the left, on the margin BA2IAEH2 2nTHP02 MENAN-

APOT : a kind of sceptre, or crook, lying on the shoulder.

Reverse. Minerva with Jupiter’s thunderbolt, facing the right : Pehlevi legend

TtftU T”l'l“l "PlJ.-i'lU, rnalak&o rakako minano, and monogram (see vol. Ill,

page 164.)

Fig. 2.—Has already been drawn and described by Mr. Masson. Vol. II. f§.)

Fig. 3.—Differs fromMASsoN’s^p. 1 ,inthefigureofVictoryonthe reverse. (K. A.)

Apollodotus.

Figures 4, 5. Two silver coins of Apollodotus, both in the Ventu-

ra cabinet ; of the first the number is considerable, the latter is new,

and of very beautiful execution.

Fig. 4.—Has already been described from Dr. Swiney’s coin in Journal,

vol. ii. page 406. The legend on the obverse is here quite distinct BA2IAED2
2HTHP02 KAI 4>IAOriATOP02 AnOAAOAOTOT. The Pehlevi inscription on

the reverse, however, has no addition for the words k<u <jn\oTraTopos, being sim-

ply ’p'-it’rijv) Tnin T'mu.
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Fig. 5.—Has on the diverse, the Indian elephant, with a monogram, and the

usual title ;
and on the reverse, a Brahmany bull, with the same Pehlevi legend.

Fig. 6.—Is a copper coin in Dr. Swiney’s collection, the precise fellow to

that described by Major Tod, in the Ttoyal Asiatic Society’s Transactions.

Figs. 7, 8.—Are two from among several square copper coins brought down by

Mohan La'l. They are nearly the same as the coin in Lieut. Burnes’ collec-

tion, (J. A. S. vol. ii. pi. si. fig. 7,) which, I then supposed to be a Menander,

but which I am now able to recognize by its Pehlevi legend. The examples on

these coins, are decisive of the orthography of (Soteros.)

Antilakides.

Figures 9, 10, 11, are three selected quadrangular coins of Anttla-

kides, from six in the Ventura collection. The name was first made

known by Masson, who supposes from the beards, (which are not

however so clear on the specimens before us,) that this prince and the

next AY2I02 belong to a separate dynasty. He detects the conical

emblem of the reverse on one coin of Eucratides. I have not how-

ever found any of the sort. One description will serve for all.

Obverse. Head of the sovereign, with the legend BA5IAEA2 NIKH<t>OPOT

ANTIAAKlAOY.
Reverse. Two plumes waving over two conical caps or bee hives ? Monogram

below 7?2, ard Pehlevi inscription 'PT
w
h+n vb9 'PTTA9 T’iLTT.'J, or ma-

la/cao ajalado atilikado, or atikalilcado ?

Lysius.

Fig. 12.—A copper quadrangular coin of Lysius, similar to two in

Masson’s series of Ausius :—the first letter is clearly an l, in Greek,

and this reading is confirmed by the Pehlevi q. The monograms are

the same as in the last coin.

Obverse. Head of the king with the legend BA2IAEH2 ANIKHTOT AT2IOT.

Reverse. An elephant with a monogram X2, and the Pehlevi inscription

'P'+Vffi 'PNTlU malakao lisato.

Plate XXI.

I have designed in this plate from the Ventura collection several

very interesting coins, of new names and features, for which no loca-

lity can as yet be assigned. As almost all of them bear Pehlevi inscrip-

tions, they are evidently Bactrian
; but to admit them in the regular

series of that dynasty, would greatly extend the catalogue of its

princes. They rather bear out the fact of there having been several

petty independent dynasties, like that at Nysa, for which Mr. Masson

endeavours to set apart some of the coins to be presently mentioned.

Philoxenus.

Fig. 1.

—

A fine silver coin of Philoxenus in the Ventura collection. This

name was borne by one of Alexander’s generals, to whom Cilicia, west of the

Euphrates, was assigned in the division of his conquests. The coin, therefore,

cannot belong to him, though his title of * unconquered’ would argue his power

and warlike propensity.
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Obverse. Head of the prince, in a helmet similar to that of Eucratides,

legend, BA2IAEH2 ANlKHTO'f d-lAOHENOY.

Reverse. The prince on horseback ;
monogram formed of two a’s :

legend in

Pehlevi 'pr+llti TlHinQ

Fiy. 2 .—A square copper coin of the same prince, nearly allied to those of the

last plate.

Obverse. A female figure holding the cornucopia. Greek legend, and mono-

gram as before.

Reverse. The Brahmany bull, with the same Pehlevi legend, and the letter

as a monogram.

Antimachus.
Fig. 3.—A small silver coin of Antimachus, also a new prince. The character

of the horseman connects it with the preceding; the portrait of the prince is

wanting, nor can I find any record of his name preserved.

Obverse. Victory or Fame : legend BA2IAEf22 NIKHi>OPOT ANTIMAXOY.
Reverse. Horseman, and Pehlevi inscription “PSu vk9 'PATa 9 "PN'lTu.

Fig. 4.—A copper coin recognized to belong to Antimachus, from the Pehlevi

name. Vent.

Nonus.

Fig. 5.—A silver coin of Nonus, in the same style as the last, and without por-

trait. Vent.

Obverse. Horseman, with couched lance ; scarf round the neck, part of the

legend visible BA2IAEH2 NfiNOT.

Reverse. Soldier holding a spear ;
name in Pehlevi,

Fig. 10.—A square copper coin of the same prince, in which his title of

gtyaXov, is apparent. The style of the copper coinage compared with the silver,

in all the above, connects them with the Menander and Apollodotus

group.

Uncertain names.

Fig. 6.—The same as Masson’s No. 44. The name is not visible in the Greek,

and if restored from the Pehlevi, which is quite distinct.it is unintelligible, Uli-

tizou : the titles are of a paramount sovereign : the Greek letters corrupted.

Obverse. The king holding a sceptre BA2IAELJ2 BA2IAEUJV METAAOY.

Reverse. Jupiter seated in his chair. Pehlevi inscription 'Pn +l

l

+iq1 T'h'TLu

piLTlu.
Figs. 7, 8.—The grandiloquent titles in these are the same as the last, and

both, perhaps, on that account should be classed with the Azos series, in the

next two plates, which has invariably the title “ the great king of kings.”

Fig. 9.—This square copper coin has the precise style of the Nonus and

the Azilisos device.

Obverse. A, horseman with couched lance: letters visible of the legend

BA2IAEH2 NIKATOPOT AAEA4-OPOT ?

Reverse. A seated figure, probably Hercules. Pehlevi legend, though sharply

cut, not intelligible 'P.'T.P'l'H.

Fig. 11.—The title ‘ King of Kings’ is also visible on this coin, with the

emblem of an elephant on the obverse. The king, seated on a couch, is placed on

the reverse. No native legend is tiaceable.
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Figs. 12, 13, 14,—belong to a series of coins sui generis: tke two first are of the

Ventura collection, the third from Masson’s plates. The head fills the obverse,

while the title in corrupt Greek surrounds a well executed horse on the reverse.

It is probable that all the horse coins belong to one locality : Bactria was famous

for its fine breed of this noble animal
;
but he is generally represented mounted by

a warrior. This coin, and No. 8, are the only ones on which he appears naked.

The extended arm of the prince on the obverse is a point of agreement with

the common coin, fig. 25 of PI. XXIII.

Plates XXII., XXIII. Azos.

We now come to a series of coins exceedingly numerous, and of

various device, bearing the name of a prince altogether unknown to

history. It was from a coin presented by Munshi Mohan Lal, (Dr.

Gerard’s companion de voyage,) to Dr. J. Grant, that I first recog-

nized the name of this sovereign, many of whose coins had passed

through my hands before in Lieutenant Burnes’ collection, and in

Masson’s plates, without presenting a legend sufficiently distinct to be

decyphered. General Ventura’s collection also possessed many very

distinct coins of Azos, and his name either in Greek or in Pehlevi was

thence traced through a series of coins that had been given to other

monarchs.

The title of Azos is always BA2IAEH2 BASIAEnN MErAAOr AzOr. In

Pehlevi *Pa9 TATu ‘PiL'l’lii'l PiLAT<J malakdo, kakkdo, maldko, Ajo

,

or Ago. The name is generally set upright under the device both in

Greek and Pehlevi ; but an occasional exception occurs, as in fig. 12,

where it runs continuously with the rest of the marginal legend. None
of the coins of Azos bear his head, nor in general have they his

effigy, unless the seated figure in figs. 12 and 13, represent him, as is

probably the case, seated on a cushioned throne, with a sceptre on his

lap. The mode of sitting, it should be remarked, is entirely oriental,

and the animals depicted are such as belong peculiarly to the East, the

elephant, the Brahmany bull, the lion, and the Bactrian camel. The
cyphers or symbols on the reverse of these coins seem evidently

compounded of Pehlevi letters, on the same principle as those of the

more genuine Greek coins, from Greek letters
;
they may probably

denote dates, but it will require much labour to establish this point,

and the same symbol appearing on coins of very different devices, as

ou figs. 2 and 11, rather militates against the supposition.

It is a peculiarity of the coinage of this period, that the pieces were

of a very debased metal, washed over with silver somewdiat in the

manner of the coins of the Roman Emperor Gallienus and his

successors, and denominated “ billion” by numismatologists. Is it

possible that the scarcity of silver to which the origin of this species of

coin has been attributed in the West, had extended even to India ?
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if so, it will fix the date to the latter half of the third century. At

anv rate, it is fair to suppose that the system was copied from the

Roman coins, to which many other circumstances of imitation may be

traced ;
among these, the soldier trampling on his vanquished foe in

fig. 14 ; and the radiated head of fig. 26, the coin without a name,

which is connected with the rest of the series by the equestrian

reverse, seems an imitation of the radiated crown of the Roman

emperors of the same period.

Plate axil. figs. 1, 2, 3.—Three coins of Azos, having on the obverse, a

Brahmany bull, and on the reverse, a panther or lion. The monograms on all

three differ : legends in Greek and Pehlevi as above described.

Figs. 4, 5.—On these the bull is placed with the Pehlevi on the reverse, while

a well-formed elephant occupies the place of honor on the obverse.

Figs. 6, 7, 8.—In these the place of the elephant is taken by a Bactrian camel

of two bumps. No name is visible on any, but the Pehlevi word 'P~VW is plain

on No. 8, and their general appearance allows us to class them with the foregoing

coins of Azos.

Fig. 9.—Here a horseman, with couched spear, in a square or frame, occupies

the obverse, and the bull again the reverse

:

the word Azou is distinct on both

sides. The device and attitude of the horseman will be seen to link this series

with the coins of Nonos, Azilisos, and others, that are as yet nameless.

Figs. 10, 11.—A figure seated on a chair, holding a cornucopia, marks the

obverse of this variety ; while on the reverse, we perceive a Hercules or Mercury.

It was from fig. 11, (a coin presented by Mohan La'l to Dr. Grant,) that I

first discovered the name AZOT, afterwards traceable on so many others.

Figs. 12, 13.—The obverse of this variety affords important information,

in the attitude of the seated prince. It plainly proves him to be oriental.

The scarf on the erect figure of the reverse is also peculiar. This coin accords

with one depicted in the Mamkyala plate, vol. iii. pi. xxvi. fig. 2.

Plate XXIII. fig. 14.— Is one of six coins in the Ventura cabinet of the

same type. The soldier trampling on a prostrate foe betokens some victory. The

female figure on the reverse, enveloped iu flowers, seems to point to some mytho-

logical metamorphosis. The name and titles are distinct.

Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.—Are all closely allied, while they serve to

explain figs. 11, 12, and 15, in the plate of Lieut. Burnes’ coins, (J. A. S. vol.

ii. p. 314,) and figs. 30, 31,32, 33, 45, of Masson’s fourth series, vol. iii.

pi. x. They are for the most part of copper-plated, or billion, and in conse-

quence well preserved; the single Pehlevi letters *), and "P may be

observed as monograms, besides the usual compounds. On hi and 22, are the

first indications of a fire altar.

Fig. 22.— This copper coin is the last on which the name Azos occurs, and

although quite distinct in the Pehlevi, it is corrupt and illegible in the Greek.

The device is similar to the preceding, with exception of a curious circular mono-

gram, which will be found also on the coius of Kadajjkes hereafter. Masson’s

fig. 47, is the same coin.

Fig. 23.—A very deeply cut coin, commences a new series, in which,

the form of the Greek letters is materially changed. The legend is now
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BAClAeVc bAcIa€LlIN CUTHP metac, without the insertion of any

name* ; and the monogram is the one frequently described as the key

symbol, or the trident with a ring below it.

In Pehlevf the first portion corresponds with the Greek,

'PTlu TTlu ; the conclusion is unfortunately not visible. The
letter +

l appears on the field of the reverse, which bears a portrait of

a priest, extending his hand over a small fire- altar.

Figs. 24 and 25—May he safely called varieties of the above, still

retaining the Pehlevf on the reverse. A counterpart of fig. 24 will

be found in fig. 15 of Burnes’ collection.

Fig. 26.—This is by far the most common coin discovered in the

Panjab and Afghanistan. Bags full have been sent down in excellent

preservation, and yet nothing can be elicited from them. The present

specimen is engraved from a coin in Colonel Stacy’s cabinet, found

in Malwa
;
but the same coin has been engraved in the As. Res. vol.

xvii. ; in Burnes’ collection, fig. 13 ; also, 10 of pi. xiv., in the same

volume : and in Masson’s series, 26, 27, 28. It was the first coin

found in India on which Greek characters were discovered, or

noticed. The trident monogram connects it with the foregoing series ;

but it is impossible to say to whom they both belong. I have placed

them next to Azos, from the similarity of the horseman. They are

all copper coins, of high relief, and generally in good preservation.

Azilisus.

Figs. 27, 28.—Were it not that the name in these two coins is dis-

tinctly AzIAISOT in the Greek, and VT"*1 A9 in the Pehlevf, they

might both have been classed in the preceding group, especially with

fig. 9. The hull of fig. 28, is surmounted by two monograms, like

those of the Lysius coins. It is so far singular, that while the name

of the prince Azilisus seems compounded of the two names Azos and

Lysius, the obverse and reverse of his coins should be counterparts

of theirs. The name itself is quite new, and we can only venture to

assign his position in proximity to his prototype, Azos.

Plate XXIV. Hermans.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4. One silver and three copper coins of Hermleus,

selected from a considerable number in order to develop the whole

circle of marginal inscription, seldom complete on a single specimen.

The description of one will serve for all, since, contrary to usage, the

impression on the silver and copper is precisely alike.

Fig. 1.—A silver coin in the Gerard collection.

Obverse. The king’s head with simple diadem
;
legend in corrupted Greek

BA2IAEH2 2nTHrD2 ETMAICIV.

* Mr. Masson attributed this series to a prince, whom he named Sotereagas.

X X
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Reverse. Jupiter seated; his right hand extended. Monogram ^ ;
Pehlevi

legend 'PAU^'V TUI "PiL'-l'lU, malak&o rakako Ermayo.

Mr. Masson supposes Hermjjus I. to have reigned at Nysa (hod.

JelalabadJ because one of the topes opened in that neighbourhood

contained several of his coins ; they have, however, been found in

equal abundance in the Panjab, and it will be safer in the present

paucity of our knowledge to adhere to the general term “ Bactrian,’

without attempting to subdivide the Greek dominion into the separate

states, of which it probably consisted throughout the whole period

of their rule.

Unadpherrus.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8.—Four coins of the prince made known to us by

Mr. Masson under the name of Unadpherrus. They are numerous,

of rude fabric, and more clear on the Pehlevi than the Greek side.

The device on all is the same, namely

:

Obverse. A bearded head with diadem : inscription as made out from the

combined specimens BAClAEflC CLdTHTDC VNAD'PerrDV in some the titles

are in the nominative case.

Reverse. A winged figure of Victory holding ont a chaplet or bow : Pehlevi

inscription 'P'ltf 'P'n'lvJ.

This may be rendered malakdo fareto nanado ; or the last word may

be TTlI for trcrrypos. If Ip be p and oo h, we might convert the word

letter for letter into phero-, making f an r. The first half of the name
VNAD or VNAA seems to be omitted in the Pehlevi, unless nanndo

be intended for it ; but then the title ‘ Saviour’ will be wanting.

The only recorded name that at all approaches to this barbarous

appellation is Phraotes or Phrahates, whom Philostratus asserts to

have reigned at Taxiles, south of the Indus, about the commencement

of the Christian era. He was visited by Apollonius Tyan^us in

his travels, who conversed with him in the Greek language. The

execution of the coins before us, does not well agree with the magni-

ficence and elegance of Phraotes’ court, as described by Philostra-

tus, “the residence of dignified virtue and sublime philosophy*

but much allowance may be made for exaggeration. The Bactrian

sway was already broken, and the country in a disturbed state.

“ Whether Parthian or Indian, Phraotes was tributary to the

Southern Scythians, whom he gladly subsidized to defend him against

the more savage Huns, who finally drove before them the Scvthians,

who had seized upon the Bactrian kingdomf.” Apollonius describes

a magnificent temple of the sun at Taxiles. The fact, frequently

mentioned in history, of the native princes of India conversing and

* Maurice’s Modern Hindostan, I. 152. t Ditto, I., 142.
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writing in Greek, is satisfactorily confirmed by the discovery of the

present coins bearing Greek legends with names evidently native.

Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.—This very numerous group of copper

coins is attributed by Masson to Ermasus the Second, the first

three letters of whose name certainly appear on some few specimens

(as fig. 10) ; but bis name is not to be found on the reverse in the

Pehlevf, which is totally distinct from the preceding coins, and yet it is

the same on all the specimens I have compared; although great variety

exists in the Greek legends, as if they had been copied at random from

other coins. The device of all is the same.

Obverse. A head with curly hair, no beard, in general miserably engraved.

For marginal inscription
;
Fig. 9. has .... AEn22THPCI2 2TAD

Fig. 10, BA2IAE ErM...

Fig. 11.— NO KAA4-ICHC and jig. 12, BACIAEH2 .EOT.
Reverse. A spirited figure of Hercules, standing with his club, and lion-skin

cloak. Pehlevi inscription, as well as it can be made out from a careful exami-

nation of a great many specimens, *P t’riH.dv rildPu.

This text differs so entirely from all we have hitherto seen, that I

cannot attempt to decypher it, nor even to distinguish the titles from

the name. I have merely placed u at the head, from a faint trace of

the initial word 'PiL'Vlu, between the letters of which other cha-

racters appear to be introduced. The decided trace of Kadphises’

name on several coins of the type, incline me to place it at the lowest

station in the present series, as a link with the series already fully

described of that Indo-Scythic sovereign : and it will be remarked

that the letter or symbol +P is visible on the bull and raja coins of this

prince also ;
indeed their whole Pehlevi inscription much resembles,

if it does not coincide entirely with, the present example.

Kadaphes.

Figs. 14, 15, 16.—If any thing were wanting, however, to connect

the two lines, these coins would supply the gap. One of them

was presented by Lieut. Burnes to the Society, and was mistaken for

the horseman coin described in page 343. The name was more fully

made out from six coins of Ventura’s and three of Keramat Ali’s

collections. The monogram agrees with one of the Azos series,

fig. 22, as before remarked.

Obverse. A neatly engraved head with diadem and legend KAAA lf>E2

XOPANOr.
Reverse. Jupiter seated, left hand extended ; the wheel monogram, and legend

in nearly the same characters as that of the preceding coins.

This coin will form an appropriate conclusion to my present notice,

which, I believe, has embraced all the specimens properly attribut-

able to the Bactrian group. The fire-altar on the next or Indo-Scy-

thic coinage, forms a convenient mark of distinction, as well as the

x x 2
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disuse of the Pehlevi character, which extends no further than to

the first coinage of the series, namely, that of Kadphises, with the

bull reverse ; and is quite illegible there, while the Greek is compara-

tively distinct. This group has, however, been sufficiently described

in my former papers.

Before closing my present notice, I must use my privilege of

amending the theory I advanced upon one of the coins from the

Manikyala tope, (Vol. Ill, PL XXV, fig. 6, p. 441,) a Sassanian coin

bearing the distinct Sanscrit name of Sri Vdsu Deva. This being

the patronymic of Krishna, I supposed the figure to represent that

god as the Indian substitute for Mithra or HAI02. The face, how-

ever, was that of an aged human being, and I think it may be more

rationally accounted for as such, on the following grounds.

Ferishta asserts that Basdeo had assumed the throne of Canouj

in the year 330, A. D. ; that Bahram the Persian king, was at his

court in disguise, and was recognized by the nobleman who had taken

tribute to Persia from the Indian king*. Basdeo reigned 80 years,

and one of his daughters was married to Bahram. Now under these

circumstances, it is natural to suppose, that the Sassanian monarch,

out of compliment, may have affixed his father-in-law’s portrait and

name on some of his own coin : and the strongest evidence is thus

afforded both of the historical fact, and of the date of this individual

coin of the Manikyala set.

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, July 1, 1835.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

The Proceedings of the last Meeting were read.

The following gentlemen, Messrs. J. P. Grant, Wm. Adam,W. H. Ben-

son, George Evans, Lieut. A. S. Phayre, Mr. J. H. Stoqueler, Capt.

J. G. Taylor, Mad. Cav. and Lieut. Montriou, I. N. proposed at the

last meeting, were balloted for, and duly elected members of the Society.

The Secretary read the following reply from Government to the me-

morial presented, in conformity with the resolution of the last meeting.

To the Honorable Sir EDWARD RYAN, Knt.

Genl. Dept. President of the Asiatic Society.

Honorable Sir,

I have the honor to acknowdedge the receipt of an address, dated 3rd

instant, transmitted by you to the Governor General in Council, on behalf

of the Asiatic Society.

2. I am directed in reply to forward to you a copy of orders issued by
the Supreme Government, on the 7th March, to the Committee of Public

Instruction, which will make the Society acquainted with the views and

* Maurice, I., 150.
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intentions of the Government, on the general question discussed in
3
rour

address.

3. With respect to the specific requests and recommendations contained

in the address, I am desired to state as follows

:

4. The Government has no intention of soliciting from the Court of

Directors any specific pecuniary aid, to be appropriated exclusively to the

support of native literature, beyond the sums already devoted to that

object, in conjunction with the encouragement of English literature. Its

reluctance to take this step is not influenced by any doubt that larger

sums might he beneficially appropriated to both these objects ; but by that

financial difficulty which necessarily limits within narrow bounds the aid

to be so afforded.

5. The Government having resolved to discontinue, with some excep-

tions, the printing of the projected editions of Oriental works, a great

portion of the limited Education Fund having hitherto been expended on

similar publications to little purpose but to accumulate stores of waste

paper, cannot furnish pecuniary aid to the Society, for the further printing

of those works, but will gladly make over the parts already printed, either

to the Asiatic Society, or to any Society or individuals, who may be dis-

posed to complete the publication at their own expense.

6. The Government has the highest respect for the Asiatic Society,

and the valuable and laudable pursuits in which it is engaged ; but must

nevertheless consider the Committee of Public Instruction as the appro-

priate organ for dispensing the patronage bestowed by the Government

on Oriental studies, from which, as justly supposed by the Society, it is not

the intention of the Government to withdraw its support.

I have the honor to be, &c.

Council Chamber, \ (Signed) G. A. BUSHBY,
the 10th June, 1835. / Secretary to Government.

Copy of orders issued to the Committee of Public Instruction, 7th March, 1835.

“ The Governor General of India in Council has attentively considered the two

letters from the Secretary to the Committee, dated the 21st and 22nd January

last, and the papers referred to, in them.

“His Lordship in Council is of opinion, that the great object of the British

Government ought to be the promotion of European literature and science among

the natives of India, and that all the funds appropriated for the purposes of

education would be best employed on English education alone.

“ But it is not the intention of His Lordship in Council to abolish any college

or school of native learning, while the native population shall appear to be

inclined to avail themselves of the advantages which it affords ; and His Lordship

in Council directs, that all the existing professors and students at all the institu-

tions under the superintendence of the Committee shall continue to receive their

stipends. But His Lordship in Council decidedly objects to the practice which

has hitherto prevailed of supporting the students during the period of their

education. He conceives that the only effect of such a system can be to give

artificial encouragement to branches of learning which, in the natural course of

things, would be superceded by more useful studies, and he directs that no stipend

shall be given to any student who may hereafter enter at any of these institu-
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tions ; and that, when any professor of Oriental learning shall vacate his situation,

the Committee shall report to the Government the number and state of the class,

in order that the Government may be able to decide upon the expediency of

appointing a successor.

“ It has come to the knowledge of the Governor General in Council, that a

large sum has been expended by the Committee in the printing of Oriental works.

His Lordship in Council directs, that no portion of the funds shall hereafter be

so employed.

“ His Lordship in Council directs, that all the funds which these reforms will

leave at the disposal of the Committee, be henceforth employed in imparting to

the native population a knowledge of English literature and science, through the

medium of the Euglish language ; and His Lordship in Council requests the Com-

mittee to submit to Government, with all expedition, a plan for the accomplish-

ment of this purpose.”

The Secretary hoped he might be allowed to make a few observations on the

reply of Government, in consideration of his having been the first to bring the

subject of the abandoned publications to the notice of the Society, and to sug-

gest the propriety of its intercession. The warmth with which his proposal had

been met by the friends of Oriental literature within and without these walls, and

the confidence of some aid from Government for such an object had, he confessed,

made him a little sanguine, and had led him to look beyond the sole object of

completing the several works actually commenced, to the organization of an Oriental

Committee, for extending the benefits of publication to the whole series of classi-

cal authors, as had been once intended by the Committee of Instruction ;—to

include also the nucleus of Bauddha literature, selected by Mr. Hodgson, and the

astronomical works recommended by Mr. Wilkinson. But the pleasing dream

had now vanished
;
the reply of Government was before them, and, though none

could witness the issue with greater regret than himself—none could bow more

submissively to its decree. There was however a passage in the reply, which

raised his hopes and encouraged him to make one more effort in the cause ; this

was the offer to transfer to any Society the whole of the matter already printed,

provided it would engage to complete the works. Considering the light in which

they were held by Government, “ as a mere accumulation of waste paper,” it

was hardly liberal to couple the offer with such terms; but still he was

prepared to recommend to the Society to accept even these conditions. He had

made careful estimates of the expences of completing all the works : the Printers

had liberally consented to reduce their rates; the pandits and manlavis had volun-

teered their gratuitous aid for an object so dear to them ; and in short he would

venture, from the prospect of sales, andof subscriptions for copies from Europeans

and Natives of rank, to guarantee the Society from any risk of involving its funds

by the acceptance of the Government offer. The Secretary then moved a resolu-

tion, which we give in the altered form in which it was finally adopted. The

resolution was seconded by Mr. Colvin :

—

“ Resolved—That with reference to the 5th paragraph of Mr. Secretary

Bushby’s letter, the Society feels disposed to accept the offer of Government to

transfer the printed portion of the several Oriental works now in progress to the

Asiatic Society, and it entertains a reasonable hope of being able to complete the

whole of them without involving any material charge on its funds
; but that the
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Society should request the Government to withdraw the exception alluded to the

Secretary’s letter, aud to make over the whole of the publications lately in pro-

gress at the Education Press. And that the President be requested to address

the Governor General in Council, on the subject.”

The proposition, as at first worded, applied the epithet “ liberal" to the “ offer

of Government,” and accepted the offer, “ with the exception of the works

reserved.” It also bound the Society to complete all the works they took over.

In the conversation that ensued, the Secretary stated, that muclj misapprehen-

sion existed as to the amount expended by Government upon Oriental litera-

ture. He had ascertained, that in the whole ten years, since the publication of

such works was commenced, no more than 60,000 Rupees had been devoted to

that object ;
in fact, it was not so much, for this had been the whole charge for

printing, aud included translations of English works into the native languages.

All the charges for translating, for care of the depository, &c. must be considered

as part of the expenditure on education., with which the Society had no concern.

Mr. Macnaghten thought it needless to bind themselves to complete the works,

as Government required no such pledge. He would merely express a disposition

to complete the publications.

Mr. Turton asked what works were excepted by Government. The Secre-

tary said, there were two ;
the Fo.tavm Alemgiri, and a Treatise on Spherical

Trigonometry, in Arabic.

Sir John P. Grant thought this did not sufficiently appear, and moved an

amendment (seconded by Captain Forbes) to the effect, that Government should

be requested to specify what works they intended to except.

Mr. Bushby gave his private opinion, that the Society would be permitted to

take over the whole, without exception, if they desired it. Mr. Turton pressed

the point. Mr. Macnaghten expressed his opinion, that we should ask for all

the unfinished publications. The President thought the proposed reference for

further information unnecessary, for they had it before them—the amendment

would have the effect of asking for the two works excepted.

After some further conversation, it appearing to be the general wish that

Government should be asked to transfer all the unfinished works without excep-

tion, Sir J. P. Grant withdrew his amendment, and the original motion was

modified accordingly.

Mr. Turton wished the word liberal omitted. He could not consider the

offer of what the Government looked upon as “mere waste paper,” a liberal

offer. The term might be misconstrued, and it was disrespectful to use a word

that seemed to be introduced by way of irony. This opinion being assented to

all round, the word was taken out, and the resolution was put as above, and car-

ried unanimously.

Mr. Macnaghten then proposed that a letter, becoming the dignity of the

Society, in terms respectful to Government, abstaining from any bitter reflections,

should be written to the Royal Asiatic Society at Home, forwarding copies of the

correspondence with Government. This it was incumbent upon them to do in

testimony of their zeal for Oriental literature. He moved accordingly

—

“That a copy of the correspondence be sent to the Royal Asiatic Society, in

order to show that this Society has not been deficient in zeal in the cause of

Oriental literature, as well as in order to engage the support of that powerful

body to the cause which this Society has so strenuously but so unsuccessfully

endeavoured to uphold.”
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The Secretary said, there was another reason for doing so, in the assistance

they might hope to obtain from the London Society, in promoting subscriptions

for copies of the works
;
and perhaps also in direct aid of their funds from the

Oriental Translation Branch of that Society, which must be interested in the same

object. He therefore seconded the resolution.

Mr. Turton wished, before the resolution wasput, tosay a few words, explanatory

of the grounds on which he supported it, differing as he did in some degree on one

point, appearing in the correspondence which had taken place, from those whose

views in general he fully adopted, and was most anxious to promote. But think-

ing the object which they had in view one of the utmost importance, he was

desirous that it should not be put upon any assumption of right which could not

be maintained, especially when it was to be urged to the home authorities. He
alluded to the opinions expressed by some of his friends, that the Government

were bound by the act of Parliament to appropriate a certain proportion of the

funds devoted to literary purposes to the cultivation of native literature, and the

native languages, and had no right to withdraw the sums hitherto appropriated

through the Education Committee to that purpose. It appeared to him, that this

was a misconception, and he should be sorry to see a right set up which could not

be maintained; whilst, on the other hand, he would not ask as a favor that which

was founded on right. He heldin his hands the words of the clause in the Act of

Parliament upon which this question depended, the Act 53 Geo. III. c. 155, s. 43,

and with the leave of the Society he would read it.

After reading the clause Mr. Turton continued,

That, setting aside the question, whether Government were bound to appropriate

any funds to this purpose at present, it being extremely doubtful whether there

was the surplus out of which the fund were to be provided ; it appeared to him

that the fair construction of the clause which he had read, was to leave the whole

discretion of the application of the fund to the local Government. The legislature

pointed out the objects of encouragement. In his judgment, it evidently con-

templated both Oriental and European literature : but the extent, the time, and

the manner in which the one or the other, or both, should receive such encourage-

ment, was, in his opinion, left to the local Government to determine
; and if they

thought fit to withdraw from the Society the funds which they had hitherto

appropriated to Oriental learning, and to appropriate it to the cultiva-

tion of English literature and sciences, which had hitherto been wholly

neglected, the Society, in his judgment, had no right to stand up for. He
was also of opinion, with regard to the exercise of its patronage, that the

Government were correct. The Education Committee doubtless was the pro-

per channel for the distribution of their funds, entertaining the views which

the Government now had. This was a private Society, over which they could

exercise no controul ;
whilst the Education Committee were entirely subject

to the directions of Government. But at the same time he thought the Society

deserving of some consideration, more than at present the Government seemed

disposed to accord.

They were embodied many years before the attention of Government was

directed by the legislature to these important objects, and they had steadily pur-

sued their purpose, and expended considerable sums, raised by mere private con-

tribution, on Asiatic Literature and subjects connected with it. It was peculiarly

within the province of the Society to represent to the home authorities the error,
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into which, in the judgment of the Society, the Government had fallen. He was

satisfied, that the very object which the Government had in view, and in

which he (Mr. Turton) most cordially concurred—introduction of the English

language, literature, and sciences—would be greatly defeated, or at least re-

tarded, by creating an impression, which the withdrawal of these funds

would create, that they wished to discourage,—at least, were indifferent to,

the literature of the East, and the ancient languages of the country. He wished

to see the two objects united, and was satisfied, that English literature would be

more readily introduced, by going hand in hand with that to which learned natives

were naturally more attached. The latter was peculiarly within the province of

the Society to protect and guard. We had assumed a trust which we must not

betray, and when we saw the interests of that literature of which we were the

voluntary guardians injuriously affected, and, as we thought, injudiciously attack-

ed, it was our duty not to slumber at the post which we had taken upon ourselves

to watch and to defend.

Mr. Prinsep agreed in much that had fallen from his friend who had just

spoken
;
but Mr. Turton, not having been present at the last meeting, had mista-

ken the views of the Society : they had never insisted on an exclusive application

of the Parliamentary vote to Oriental literature. But it was impossible to

construe the words “ revival of literature” otherwise than as intended to em-

brace Oriental literature—the only literature that could be revived. There was

another clause perhaps more important still, providing for English science
;
the

Society’s business was only with the first. The withdrawing of the minute fraction

of the fund devoted to this object, which he must attribute to the Education

Committee, was an insult to the natives of India. The laws of the country, as

well as its theology and history, were in those languages, and in those books

which it was now attempted to suppress. It was not unlikely that the natives

might be stimulated by this proceeding to do themselves w’hat it was our duty as

their guardians to do for them ; but the reputation of the British Government

would suffer. Civilization and general information would never be spread

through this vast country by English education. Did ever a Government succeed

in so wild a project as to change the language of the country ? Russia has set

us a verv different example : she is making rapid strides in civilization by trans-

lations into her own language. There was indeed one notable instance in the

attempt of Christophe, the late Emperor of Haiti, to extinguish the French

idiom, and introduce English in its place—and his mad experiment and himself

had fallen together. The literature of the West must be transferred into the na-

tive languages, and the first step towards this must be the cultivation and im-

provement of those languages themselves. He believed Mr. Turton’s opinions

were in accordance with his own
;
but he wished to go further than the proposition

before them, and should therefore follow it up with a motion for a Memorial

to the Authorities at Home.

Mr. Torton explained.

Mr. Colvin was grateful for Mr. Turton’s clear exposition of the point of

law, but did not see the object of the present discussion. The question before

them regarded an address to the Royal Asiatic Society, which had his cordial sup-

port. But Mr. Prinse p’s attack in a censorial tone and language not over measured,

had been directed against another body, which had no representatives or defenders

in this place. The question to which he had referred was one of the highest im-

Y Y
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portance, and all parties would unite, for the sake of that truth which was their

common object, in desiring to see it become a subject of general interest and dis-

cussion. But this was not the scene which Mr. Prinsep should have chosen

for any criticisms on the proceedings of the Education Committee. “ Cur in

theatrum Cato severe venisti ?" The debate here was totally out of place and

character. Mr. Turton had said, that it was proper to pay respect and attention

to Native feeling : who ever held a contrary opinion ? It was not he alone who

said it

—

non mens hie sermo,—but there was the declaration of Government

in the Resolution of the 7th March, that u-hile the Natives themselves desired it,

Instruction in Oriental Learning would be continued. Were Gentlemen to carry

their patronage of that course of tuition beyond even the wishes of the Natives ?

It seemed to him that there remained but little ground of difference between them.

It had happened in this as in other cases,

“ When hot dispute had past

They found their tenets much the same at last.”

lie would readily support Mr. Macnaghten’s resolution—which was then

put and carried unanimously.

Mr. Prinsep, after a few words of preface, moved the appointment of a Com-

mittee to Memorialize the Court of Directors and Board of Control. An amend-

ment was proposed by Mr. W. Grant, who would modify the wording of the re-

solution to secure unanimity. He wished to disconnect the proceedings from the

disputes to which the allusion had been made, which the Society need not notice.

This drew forth some remarks from Sir Edward Ryan, who expressed his full

concurrence in the object aimed at, but objected to certain expressions in

Mr. Prinsep’s motion, as conveying a censure upon the Government, and a

declaration on the legal point. His desire was to adopt the most conciliatory

and most effectual means of attaining the end.

Mr. Colvin would agree to Mr. W. Grant’s amendment, and hoped the

members would come to an unanimous vote on this question, as they had done

on the others. There would thus be an end to the unnecessary discussions which

here and elsewhere had been carried on usque ad nauseam.

Mr. Turton also liked unanimity, but would not seek it at too great a sacri-

fice : he would not blink the question. We must tell the Government at home,

why we go to them. Mr. Colvin’s unanimity was good in its way, but for

himself he liked consistency. “ In another place (says Mr. Colvin), I am
decidedly of a different opinion, but let us be unanimous here.” This sort of

consistency he did not understand. There were societies at home which sup-

ported Scotch literature, Welch literature, Irish literature ; and why should we

consider the ancient literature of India less dear to the natives of this country ?

To proceed as the Government are doing is to make them think we have only our

own interested objects in view.

Mr. Colvin explained. He had ever been a friend to all descriptions of liter-

ary pursuit, and he was a friend to Oriental literature, and could support it as a

member of this Society, without compromising his opinions regarding the best

plan for the education of youth, a subject of which it was quite beyond the pro-

vince of the Society to take any cognizance.

The amendment was then re-modelled, and being re-moved by Mr. W. Grant,

and seconded by Mr. Turton, was unanimously adopted as follows :
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“ That it be referred to a Committee to prepare a Memorial from this Society

to the Court of Directors and Board of Control, stating that Government here

have withdrawn the funds hitherto appropriated to the revival of Oriental liter-

ature in this country,—and respectfully impressing upon the authorities at home,

the importance of having some public funds appropriated to this purpose, and

requesting them to adopt such means as they think fit for providing a sufficient

sum for this important object.”

The following Gentlemen were named as the Committee : Dr. Mill, Mr. Mac-
naghten, Mr. Turton, Mr. Wm. Grant, Mr. Colvin, and Mr. Prinsep,

Library.

Read a letter from Professor H. H. Wilson, forwarding, on behalf of

Counseller Von Hammer, a copy of his translation and text of the work

entitled, “ Samachscharis Goldene Halsbander,” or the Golden Collar of

Samaschari, for presentation to the Society.

Read a letter from J. G. Malcolmson, Esq. Secretary to the Medical

Board at Madras, transmitting a copy of his publication, called “ Essay

on the History and Treatment of Beriberi,” for presentation to the Society.

Read a letter from Colonel W. Casement, Secretary to the Government

of India, Military Department, forwarding on behalf of the Government of

Fort. St. George, a second volume of Result of Astronomical Observations

made at the Madras Observatory, by T. G. Taylor., Esq. H. C. Astro-

nomer, during the years 1832 and 1833.

Also a letter from Mr. Edward Walpole, to the President, presenting

for the Society’s Library, a set of Reports and Plans of the Boundary Com-
missioners under the Reform Bill, from the library of his brother, the late

Richard Walpole, Esq. long a Member of the Society.

A copy of Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus, translated

from the Original Sanscrit, by Professor H. H. Wilson, Second Edition,

presented to the Society by the Translator.

Meteorological Register for May, 1835, by the Surveyor General.

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia, England, vol. iv. was received from the

Booksellers.

Museum.

A Stuffed Alligator, measuring about 11 feet, and the head and horns

of a Buffalo, were presented by Lieut. Robert C. Nuthall.

Specimens of Gold Dust from the Streams of the lower range
;
also, three

more ancient Coins from the ruins at Behat, were presented by Captain

Ca UTLEY.

A Portrait of the late R. Home, Esq. was presented by his pupil Mr.

A. Gregory, to be added to the gallery of pictures lately deposited in the

Society’s rooms by the sons of that eminent artist.

Mr. Gregory also submitted a short eulogium on his deceased master.

Papers submitted.

Dr. J. McClelland presented a manuscript volume on the Geology,

Natural History, and Climate of the province of Kemaon ; illustrated by a

large geological map, and sections of the whole mountainous district, for

most part filled in from his own surveys and examination.

Y Y 2
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[The manuscript was subsequently withdrawn by the author, for separate pub-
lication.]

Observations on Organic Fossil appearances of a peculiar nature found

in Kemaon, by the same author, were also submitted.

VIII.

—

Miscellaneous.

1 . Proposal to pullis/i, by Subscription, an lllustraledWorkon the Zoology of NipAt.

It is impossible to advert to the perishable, varying, and complex phenomena

of animation, without a deep impression of the disadvantages under which

zoological research, has heretofore been conducted, from an almost total disunion

of opportunity, and of the skill to make a proper use of it. Mineralogy, and even

Botany, may be easily and effectually prosecuted through the medium of

materials collected in one country, and used in another and remote one
;

because these materials are subject to no, or to small deterioration
; because

their bulk is limited, and their character fixed. Hence probably the rapid

progress of these sciences, owing to the ample and effectual means of illustrat-

ing them which the learned of Europe have been able to draw from all

quarters of the world. The case is very different in regard to Zoology.

The transport to Europe of live animals, even birds, is difficult and expensive :

the observation of habits, manners, and economy can only be made on the spot,

with the advantage (never possessed by travelling collectors) of much time and

recurring opportunity : the characteristic form and corporeal habits of animals

evanish from the dried specimen, which besides can tell little or nothing truly

of those numerous changes to which the living individual is subject from age,

from sex, and from season : lastly, it is not possible without abundance offresh

specimens, continuously supplied and used without delay, either to fix the real

external character of species amid the changes just adverted to, or to ascertain,

even summarily, their internal structure.

True it is, that from the external conformation of the hard and imperishable

parts of dried animal specimens, that of the internal and untransportable parts

may be inferred: true it is, that from the unknown genus or family, the unknown

figure may be conjectured. But who that has been never so little imbued with

the Baconian principles of investigation will be content to substitute analogical

induction for plain fact, when the latter is accessible ? and who that has turned

his attention never so slightly to works of natural history, is unaware that this

inductive process has resulted too often in monstrous disfiguration of the forms

of animals, and in serious errors relative to their internal structure, habits, and

economy ? The scientific men of Europe have made the best use possible of

their miserably defective materials : but they are precisely the persons who

deplore the defect of those materials, and its necessary consequences, viz. the

multiplication of imaginary species, and the continuance of a wretched system of

arrangement, calling every year more imperatively for revision, and yet incapable

of being remoulded, without a knowledge of the internal, as well as external,

structure, the habits, and economy, as well as true forms, of the actual species,

in their mature and perfect development.

A gentleman who has been, for some years past, fixed in a favorable situation

for observing nature, with more leisure than usually falls to the lot of the
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servants of Government in India, has amused himself by the formation of a

large stock of drawings and notes, calculated to illustrate the Zoology of the

district in which he resides : and he proposes by placing these drawings and notes

in the hands of some true minister and interpreter of nature at home
;
and by

establishing a system of reference between such an one and himself, to complete

his observations, during the next two or three years, under the guidance and

counsel of ripe science. The object of this gentleman is not to exhibit himself

as a Zoologist, which he is not
;
but to aid Zoology, by marrying opportunity to

skill—a project which he has means of accomplishing to an extent not hitherto

attained, nor likely to be attempted by others, with his advantages for its

successful attainment. It is not pretended, that the gentleman in question has

means or ability to supply the European master of the subject, with a tithe of

the information, the want and necessity for which have been above adverted to.

But it is affirmed, that the author of this paper (the more immediate purpose of

which will be presently explained) has such power and will to do away with the

divorce of opportunity from the ability to make the best use of it, as are not

likely soon to recur; such power and will, as cannot fail to be highly

efficient, is put in action in the manner he proposes, in partially removing

the obstacles heretofore resulting from that divorce. The series of drawings

is row nearly complete, and embraces several hundreds of subjects, each of

which has been compared with several fresh specimens, in order to fix the

perfect aspect of maturity in the species with such variations, caused by

feminiry or nonage, as it seemed desirable to delineate. The notes include

many particulars of internal structure, habits, and economy, of every subject

pourtrayed by the pencil
; and it is believed, with reason, that if these

materials were put into the hands of an experienced Zoologist in Europe,

under whose suggestions their differences might be remedied by further observa-

tion and dissection, the result of such a conjoint plan must be to pour a flood

of light upon the zoological treasures of one of the most fertile regions of India.

Some inquiries have already been made touching the feasibility of such conjoint

labours
;
and the answers, from the highest quarters, encourage the notion

of it, except only in the article of expense, in reference to the drawings
;
the

publication of which, without the aid of subscription, it is apprehended might

mar an otherwise most hopeful plan.

Hinc illse lachrymse ! Hence this proposal, which is intended to solicit the aid

of such gentlemen in and out of the service, as are disposed to favour the project

by subscription to the work.

Specimens of the drawings may be seen, at the Asiatic Society’s rooms.

The amount of subscription will be fixed so soon as there appears to be a

prospect of realizing the object of it : and to ascertain that point, all those who are

inclined to patronise the work are requested to send their names to the Secretary

of that Society.

2. Proposed Meteorological Combination in Southern Africa.

"We are indebted to Sir John Herschel, for a copy of the printed instructions

for registering meteorological observations at various stations in Africa, and in

the South Seas, drawn up by a Committee of the South African Philosophical

Institution.

This eminent philosopher has, we doubt not, been the prime mover of this

important plan for obtaining a connected view of the winds and weather in the
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hitherto unexplored region of the southern hemisphere. It is what we have

been attempting to do for India, and not without success, although we have

hitherto avoided publishing the many registers with which we have been favored,

until they could be put together in a convenient form for comparison and analysis.

There will be a double advantage in having a counter-series south of the line, for

Sir John had already announced to us the discovery, on comparison of the tables

given in our Journal, with a series of 57 months kept by the Post Master at th«

Cape, that the annual fluctuation in the Barometric tide there, having regard to

the difference of latitude, is precisely complementary to ours : that it amounts to

0.29 inch, on an average of the whole period
; the maximum taking place about the

21st July, and the minimum about the 19th January :
“ thus in the latter month

when the Barometer in Calcutta stands 0.25 inch higher than the mean, and that

at the Cape, 0.15 lower—a propellant force equal to the weight of a column of

mercury, 0.4 inch, urges steadily and constantly the air towards the south, and vice

versa
;
nor can its influence be confined to small tracts, but from its very magni-

tude and nature, it must communicate motion to immense masses of air.”

When a master hand approaches the ordinary, yet complicated subject of winds

and weather, general results of great practical utility and importance are sure of

development. Their appearance in the field should not however discourage other

labourers, but rather stimulate their investigations : each separate branch of

inquiry is in this science so laborious, as more than to occupy one head. The

influence of the sun, of the moon, of oceanic coasts, of mountain ranges, are all

separate questions of great intricacy.

The principal difficulty is to provide, that observers shall all note down on the

same days and hours : we observe sun- rise,noon, sun -set, and midnight, recommended

at the Cape, also 8 a. m., 2 P. M., and 8 p. m. Now the knowledge of the hours of

maximum and minimum has made us prefer 10 a. m. and 4 p. m., 10 P. m. and

4 a. m. ; but in our own and the Surveyor General’s series, we have enough points

to fill up the whole daily curve of temperature and pressure for Calcutta. With

regard to this essential point, we have been requested to call the attention of our

meteorologists in India, Ceylon, the Straits, and China, to the following determina-

tion of the Cape Committee, to devote four days of the year to horary observations.

“ With a view, however, to the better determining the laws of the diurnal

changes taking place in the atmosphere, and to the obtaining a knowledge of the

correspondence of its movements and affections over great regions of the earth’s

surface, or even over the whole globe, the Committee have resolved to recommend,

that four days in each year should henceforward be especially set apart by

meteorologists in every part of the world, and devoted to a most scrupulous and

accurate registry of the state of the Barometer and Thermometer ; the direction

and force of the wind ; the quantity, character, and distribution of clouds ;

and every other particular of weather, throughout the whole twenty-four hours

of those days, and the adjoining six hours of the days preceding and following*.

* This is necessary by reason of the want of coincidence of the day in different

parts of the globe, arising from difference of longitude. In order to obtain a

complete correspondence of observation for 24 successive hours over the whole

globe, it must be taken into account that opposite longitudes differ 12 hours in

their reckoning of time. By the arrangement in the text, the whole of the astrono-

mical day (from noon to noon) is embraced in each series, and no observer is required

to watch two nights in succession.
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The days they have been induced to fix on and recommend for these observations

are, the 21st of March, the 21st June, the 21st September, and the 21st December,

being those of or immediately adjoining to those of the equinoxes and solstices,

in which the solar influence is either stationary or in a state of most rapid

variation. But should any one of those 21 st days fall on Sunday, then it will he

understood, that the observations are to he deferred till the next day, the 22nd.

The observation at each station should commence at 6 o’clock a. m. of the

appointed days, and terminate at 6 o’clock i>. m. of the days following, according

to the usual reckoning of time at the place. During this interval, the Baro-

meter and Thermometer should be read off and registered hourly, or at all

events, at intervals not more than two hours asunder
;
and the precise hour and

minute of each reading should be especially noted.

For obvious reasons, however, the commencement of every hour should, if

practicable, be chosen ; and every such series of observations should be accompa-

nied by a notice of the means used to obtain the time, and when practicable, by

some observation of an astronomical nature, by which the time can be indepen-

dently ascertained within a minute or two*. As there is scarcely any class of

observations by which meteorology can be more extensively and essentially

promoted, it is hoped that not only at every station of importance in this colony,

but over the whole world, and on board ships in every part of the ocean,

individuals will be found to co-operate in this inquiry. Every communication

of such observations, addressed by channels as secure and as little expensive as

possible to the Secretary of this Institution, will be considered as highly

valuable.”

3.

—

Statistics and Geology of Kemaon.

We perceive by our advertisement page, that Dr. J. McClelland is about to

publish, by subscription, his Observations on the Statistics of Kemaon
;
embracing

anaccountof the Rocks, Minerals, and Mines, Organic Fossils, Waters, Population,

Wild Animals, Birds, and Insects of the province. Together with Observations on

the Goitre, on Earthquakes, and Climatology. The whole including a Geologi-

cal Map and Section of the district, with various other drawings, coloured.

Mr. McClelland is appointed to join Dr. Wallich in his approaching trip to

explore the Tea Districts eastward of Assam. The expedition has also the advan-

tage of an able second Botanist in Dr. Griffiths, Mad. Med. Est., and as it

will meet Captain Jenkins in the valley, its geological strength will have nothing

to desire. But we confess we think an Astronomer, or at least a Surveyor ac-

quainted with Astronomy should be added, to make the scientific corps perfect—
to note the position of the new points they will visit, and to sketch some of its

glorious features. When the British Government sends a party to set up Steam
Boats on the Euphrates, every adjunct of science, language, and art is superadded :

why should the Government of British India be less efficient in their preparations

for so interesting and profitable a voyage of discovery ?

* For example, the first appearances and last disappearances of the sun’s upper
and lower border, above and below the sea horizon, if at sea or on the coast, or,

on land, the exact length of the shadow of a vertical object of determinate length
on an horizontal level, at a precise moment of time (not too near noon), &c.
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